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Th' melting WAS called to Qtdlr at 3.20 p.m.

ADDRESS BY MR. GUILLBRMO BNDARA GALIMANY, PRESIDENT OF THE RBPUBLIC OF PANAMA

Tbe PRBSIPEB%: The Assembly will first hear en address by tbe President

of the Republic of Panama.

Mr g Guillermo Endare 'alimony« Presidegt of Panama, yos emcorted into the

General Ass1mbly Hall.

The PRESIDENTS On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to

welcome to the United Nations the President of the Republic of Panama~ His

Excellency Mr. Guillermo Endara Galimany, and to invite him to address the ARsambly.

President ENDARA GaLIMANX (interpretation from Spanish): Let me begin by

saying we are very pleased at the election of Guldo de Marco as President of the

General Assembly. I must alsO recognize the efforts of the Secretary-General,

Javier Peres de Cuellar, on behalf of peace and of tha renewal of this

Organization. Let me also express our satisfaction over the admissioD of Namibia

and Liechtenstein to membership of this Organisation this year.

For the first time in 22 years the people of Panama is legitimately end

authentically represented in this world Organization.

From 1968 - when a leader newly elected by the people was the victim of a

crude military coup d'etat - until the end of last year, force of arms and the

constant threat of its use dominated the Panamanian people and stole the government

cf my country. The concepts of justice, ethics .. the cOlll1lon good, development and

democracy during thOSG years had the meaning that those usu~pers wanted to give

them. They ai~ not heve the true meaning reflected in the conscience of the people

and in the valuer. of the nation.

On 7 May last year, the citizens of Panama went to the polls mlIDans& and in

an orderly way, displaying an exemplary public spirit. Those elections were called

by a military dictatorship that vas worn out and repudiated and which thought to
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(President 'ndara Galimany)
cling to power through trickery and coercion hefore and during that public
referendum. The people expressed its will overwhelmingly against the dictatorial
regime and in favour of democrac~, freedom and hope.

From this rostrum and in the name of all Panamanians, I would like to thank
all friendly peoples, all Governments, all inte~natioDal institutions and all those
people of good will which, with their presence in our country, testified to the
result of those elections in May and with their moral authority strengthenad our
spirit of struggle.

But when fraud, coercion and downright cheating were not enough to deflect the
desire for change clearly shown in the electoral process, the tyranny turned to
farce. In a blatant and shameful act, the Government annulled the elections. It
told the people that the elections which it had itself called, orqani~ed and
administered, were not valid. Then with a stroke of a pen, through a decree that
lacked any leqal or moral backing, they slapped down the highest moral and civic
values of Puamanians.

The rest of the story is knowpz more persecutions and more exiles, murders,.
harassmont and violations of human rights. How sad it was for the Panamanian
people to find itself alone. The international community did Dot realize the vital
importance our fight had for us, nor did it see it in its full dimension as a
lamentable example for other peoples.

International dipiomacy gave us a choice between acceptinq the conditions
which the illegitimate govel'Dment imposed in order to stay in power and having
recourse to the human slaughter that would result from a civil war between a
defenceless people and an arm¥ equipped with weapons. Only a few friendly
countries really understood the full extent of the SUffering of our people and its
legitimate aspirations and supported USo

---------------------
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(President Bndara Ga11many)
When force and errog&nce gave way to madness, the fin81 outcome was

irreversible. With all the constitutional, legal and moral rights given us months
before by the overwhelming popUlar mandate, we took power under the most'chaotic of
circumstances. There were no basic institutions to support a democratic'
government. There was no stru~ture capable of assuring even the minimum'public
order required. There was DO legislative branch, inasmuch as its orderly
reorganization had been prevented.
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(President EnCare Galimaqy)
The Supreme Court of Justice was without a leader. The Government Treasury

had been vir~ually looted, aince public funds had been controlled and directly
aou8ed by military headquarters. Public ~mployees were not paid in full or on time.

Payment of the public debt had been completely disregarded in the last three
years, and consequently all sources of new credit had disappeared. Political
instability in the last years, together with the economic sanctions imposed on the
Panamanian Government by the United States Government in 1988, produced a sudden
depression in the national economy, which suffered a fall of some 16 per cent of
qross domestic product in that year alone. Public revenues were reduc~d by half.
The unemployment rate went up to 18 per cent, a figure never before seen in our
history.

Unemployment became the most serious problem we faced. The decrease, or
absence, of income caused the basic needs of the population to remain generally
unmet. Forty-five per cent of our people are considered poor; the vast majority of
children live in poor homes. Poverty and unemployment most harshly affect young
women from 15 to 24 years of ago.

There is a great scarcity of housing, reflected in a growing shortage of
accommodations and in dehumanizing overcrowding. The difficulty of financing the
construction of housing for the poor has led to the proliferation of shanty towns.

A lack of investment in health and education, especially in recent years, has
caused a deterioration of services for the poor. Malnutrition, a lack of drinking
water and poor education are problems we inherited from the dictatorship and from
the difficulties of recent years.

I must note with regret that social problems affect primarily children, youth,
women, the indigenous pOpu14tion and senior citizens.
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(President Indara Galimagy)
Today I want to speak in the name of my people. I want to bring before the

act in our history, the civil authorities proclaimed the retirement of

more a~ieB - much less the cost of one. Only a few days ago, in an unprecedented

avoid by all means.

We have abolished the army because the Panamanian people does not ~ant any

Fortunately, in Panama there is a fresh breeze fi11in9 us with hope and

142 officials who had been a part of the fo~er army.

The three dUly established branches of Governrne~t are working independent of
on8 another, in an awareness that the concentration of power is a danger we must

take a cruet of bread back to his family, his childhood and his education cut off,

voice of the worker, used to hard work, who searches for the decent job he has yet
to find; the voice of the mother who puts her children to bed at night without any

representatives of all the world' s countries the voice of the Panamanian' people,

to night under the hot sun or in the tropical rain to survive in his poverty; the

which suffers but which has hope; the voice of the peasant who works from morning

to be heard in all corners of the world: There is SUffering in the world, and we

or a bed to sleep in, or shelter for the night.

shoeshine boy, or of the child who stands on the street-corner selling anything to

Democracy must respond to the material and spiritual needs of the Panamanian people.

optimism. He are breathing the air of freedom in e. climate of democracy. We

conscience of mankind. That is the flag I want to raiso. That is the cry I wish

food in their stomachs; the voice of the child who sells newspapers, of the

Panamanians today control our future. Democratic institutions are working.

without the need to be ill; the voice of the poor man without a roof over his head,

EMS/4
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(Presidept Epdara Ga1imanY)
In that way ve are demilitarizing the structures charged with the maintenance

of public order. In Panama today there no generals or colonels. There are no
lieutenant-colonels either.

There is full freedom of speech and total respect for h~an rights. The gaols
house only common criminals. Only Panamanians who do so of their own free will
live outside their homeland.

In the economic sphere, we are already feeling a resurgence of suppressed
energies. Confidence on internal and extermal matters is growing. In the banking
sector, restrictions that had existed for two years on certificates of deposit were
lifted a few months ago with no adverse effect on the liquidity of the system. On
the contrary, bank deposits grew in 1990.

The construction industry, which directly and indirectly generates many jobs,
is being reactivated, as seen by the increase in the number of construction permits
issued this year~ Tourism in Pa~ama and hotel occupancy are increasing daily. The
volume of business of the Colon Free Zone has i~ereased considerably. We shall
soon have a new law permitting the establishment of industries in multisector zones '
for export. We have an aggressive policy to stimulate our exports.

We are arranging our public finances, putting things in order and facing -
responsibly - the huge external debt we inherited. We are putting into effect a
modest but efficient public investment programme that satisfies the most urgent
neods of the community.

We want political democracy to be accompanied by economic democracy. All
OPP( tunities should he open to all citizens.
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He have to _lit eD.Ol'JIOua houll!ng, health.. nutrition and education needs, above

(Preeidept BudDra Galim~)

Me bellove ir ecoDOMic growth, but also in hum~ development. Our main

the 1~a1. Abd aapiratloD. of th. sen an4 WOMen Qf the world. I believe that our

c~n~ )I'D 18 un.esaplOJMBt &Il~ the poor. Ife have a very large unemployed labour

bacaue. tbey explain our fi~ poBition on aany items on ~e international agenda

iat.r_tion1 ol'9aD1.~tioD8" in t.ma of financing and technlc~l co-operation.

Me ..at bdDg about a aucc•••ful dellOcracy that really meet.s the needs of the

forc. - Mn aDd tft'JIWD, .any of theln heads of household, with a high level of
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pdDciplCt tbat .. ~1 ..vel' recOCJDlae DJ' GoverWllent originating from a military

coup -waimat • 1891t~t. r'v~ elected in popular elections or a Government

bol41D9~r ... re.ult of electoral freuc! or its prevention of elections

aDd becau.. .. coaai4er that tb. Unit.d _ation. ahould be the Bounding-board for

our hwaaD capital ia ~ priority if we a~e to achieve au&tained economic

all for the cb114roD, who own the future. We t~r.t) fully aware thet investment in

of the d.veloped eOUDtriea of our cODt~~ent, Burope and Asia and the goodwill of

education hopill9 to fimt decent joba.

.. :elebrate in 1910. I .ball return ~o this subject latero

cJevelop.eDt, to be_fit all .ectorr: of the populedos.

Thla balp &Dd co-operatioD acquire a MW _ailing in the post-cold-war wadd, which

provlded for br tbe doBeatic lev of tho State iD queationQ We shall make DO

3IlH,UOllfH' _ dIall be tnnuible. lie who decm!". aDd rejects the will of his

~1••111 flll4 DO ••courfllPlMct @~ au~rt fr_ 'Jlther Jay pooplo or my Govermne~t.
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(Presidept Endare Galimauy)
Secondly, we are concerned about the present situation of democracy throughout

the world and especially in the countries of the American continent. We
unreservedly support all measures conducive to a rapid ~olution of any electoral
problem. We are pleased by the readiness of the Security Council and the
Secretariat to find a viable solution to the ease of Baiti, ospecially because
Panama did Dot have the benefit of the same treatment when it needed it recently.

Thirdly, we support all actions that will contribute to ensuring political,
civil and human rights, guaranteed by international conventions. We are committed
under the San Jose C~uvention to respect the competence and decisions of the
Central American Court of Justice, which VG are sure will become the highest
guarantor of the human rights of all the people of our continent. We also believe
in the work of the bodies dealing with civil and political rights within the United
Nations, which will receive the full and constant support of the PUMlanian
Govermnent.

Fourthly, we shall use all the means available to us to fight the drug traffic
~ and its financial instruments, because our country was one of t~~ direct victims of

the drug economy, as a resmlt of the actions of the milita~y Government. Ke have
taken measurea in our domestic lftgislatioD to combat the laundering of erug money,
by requiring that all bank transactions exceeding a certain amount be registered.
We are willing to co-operate in international effortG in this regard. We uro
signatories of the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffi~ in Nare~tlc

Drugs and Psychotropic Substances, which should soon be eubmitted to our
legislative branch for study and ratification.

Fifthly, we agree on the need t~ supervise the production of arms ~r14 vide
and the trade in arms for terrorist end anti-democratic purposes. We, who played a
part in the arms trade under the military government, are drawing up mea8ures t~
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(Pre,id.pt I;dlr& Gallmapy)
prevent the illegal movement of ams and military matjdelo We lIust stop this
d.~dly trade, .s the FeOeral Republic of Germany recently suggested here.

Sizthly" we believe that this Orguhation ed all the bodies linkea to it
.hould continue their work on priority matters of univereal CODcern, such as the
fre.dom of the individual, the eradication of poverty and 'human development with
participation, to give a human perspective to economic growth. Action taken by the
United Nations, together with parallel action at the national level by leaders
truly cOl'llllitted to the achievement of their peoples' we:a.:"-ueillg, wUl lead ust> in
what remains of this century, to make up for lost time.

We should welcome the twenty-first century in a more constructive environment,
in which poople are less anguished and less anxious and are more satisfied with
what they caD achieve by their own efforts Md with God's help. I should like the
General As.embly soon to declare a Decade on Poverty, dedicated to concentrating
our efforts to stop the increase in poverty, illness and illiteracy in our world
and to reduce them to a minimum.

We are taking part in this forty-fifth s8ssion of the General Assembly in a
year of extraordinary transformations, which have brought about a rebirth of the
United Nations as an organisation with renewa4 functioDS and tasks. At the end of
the cold war this Orgubation in emerging il\to a world ill vhich peace and
international co-operation are truly feasible. Free of the teosions between the
super-Powers, the United Nations can now devote itself fully to promoting social
peactl.. human. development and respect for human rights. The road is OpGD for
enhanced action leadin9 to positive results.
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(Pr.,id'Pt IpdlEa Gall_oar)

ID thia poat-cold-war environment the time i8 right for ending one of the last

legacies of that past eral the exclusion of the R.public of Korea fro. this

Organisation. The Republic of Kor.a is "Uling to contribute, as an active umber,

to prollOting world paac. and international co-operation, aDd it should not be

exclUded for & IIOment longer.
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(Presid,nt Indara GalimlQY)
It. full participation vill repr.sent an important commitment to facilitatiDg

the proc... of reconciliation in the Koroan Peninsula in accordance with tho
principle. and objective. of the Charter. Panama confidently supports the
incorporation of the Republic of Korea into the Organisation as soon as poa.ible.

Me al.o support implementation of Security Coupc!l r.solutions aime4 at
.olving tho que.tion of CypruB in order to eliminate the last v6stiges of the cold
war.

In the post-cold-war environment there ie & sombre blact cloud. We &1'8

..eting at a time of grave crisi. in the Middle East. The future of a nation and
the live. of thousand. of iDDocent people hang by a thread.

I wish to tate this opportunity to espre•• tho unconditional support of my

GoverDment for the commendable actions taken by the Security Council in d.f~nce of
Kuwait u 11 sovereignty and independence. The l.vel of co-operation it hes achieved,
ita s.~ioug deliberations and the worth of ita decisions have raised the authority
of the United Rations to unprecec1ented levels. It has won universal respect. The
cruel invasion of its neighbour by Iraq has rcmin4ed us how fragile peace's in our
vorld~ This crude 8ggr.ssion haa Dot only provoked our condemnation, but has
shown, as n@var before, the intordependence of the nations of the world. We have
recogni.ed that the loss of freedom, DO matter how small the country where it
occurs, can jeopardize social peace and prosperity even in larger countries. The
GoverDmeDt of Panama ha. faithfUlly complied with measures adopted by the Security
.~ouci1 to put an eDd to the Gulf crisis. It also firmly supports the actions
taten thu~ far under Unit~d Rations authority and is willing to support any
additional measures it may authori.e.

I wish to note that POPama has made much proqre.s in the lest few months and
will continue to do so. POPr;mOPiOPs wut to see POPama sovereign over all i tft
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(pgft.l41Dt IpOlEI Oall"RY)

t.rrito~ - iD undi.put.d po•••••iOD of all it. r••ource., deve10piDg~ all for

it. on beufit pdaarily, but alllo for the beD.fit of the world. I reaffina ay

iDt.raational obligation••

I wi.h to ••• Puaaa r••pect.d by all naUoD., lIDd we will achieve this

becau•• PaD_ r••pect. it••1f, aD4 the Gov.rflll8Dt r••pect. it. peop1.. ...

participat... without f.ar or cOllpl.ze., i:o all our iDt.rDat!oDal relation. becau••

we air. confident and awar. of our OVll worth.

I ea ••pecially pl.a••4 to announce a historic facta at the head of the

a4miDi.tratioD of the iDt.r~oc.aDlc waterway th.re 18, for the fir.t t~ iD

history, a PODuiu e1U.eB de8igDate4 by my Govermaellt. Ob.ervanc. of the

corrospondill9 providoDS of the CaDal Treaty .hove the Int.atioD of the Gover!Ul8Dt

of the United State. of America to fulfil all ita obllga~ioD. aDd COBDi~Dt. under

the 1~77 Tr.ati.... Ife vi•• this willlDg11••• on the part of the UDited State. with

optimi••, .ve~ though the proble•• which we must still ai.cuI. with the UDlted

Statos are many.

The r.fereDce to our inter-oceanic waterway leads .. to define our CODcept of

the PaDua Canal in the twenty-firat century. It 111 a Po_uiaD canal, aDd it

will be mGDage4 by Panamaaion8, but based OD the multilatoral iDter••ta of all its

users. We will take iDtO accoUDt the needs of the world ad, IIOSt e.pecially, the

needs of the friendly countd.. of the hemisphere. ror this reallon" the GoverDllent

of Panama w111 per1041cally con.ult with the Governments of Latin America aDd the

Caribbean so ~at CaDal policie. will tate into account the intere.te of all.

I wish t~ have go04 relatioDs with all countries. I .ish to have even better

relatioDS with tho•• countries which .hare aimilar interests. Panama will prosper
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(Pr.sidl~t Ipdlro OoliBlAr)

lhar. iD the id.ols of 4• .ocrocy, 'ultic. and fre.dOll ADd 01"01'1 s••1t ~. truth.

Nay Go4 al"ayl .nlight'D all Pan_aui.1 10 that .. do Dot deviate frOll this
path. Nay God .DJ.ighteD the Gover_Dtl of the werld 80 that th.y shar. the

a_pitatioDs, id.als and hopes of the Pansaenien paopl. and its Gov.rDDent.

%h. UISIpJIft'a On beholf of the GeD.ral Aasluly, I "ish to thut the
Pr,sid.nt of the R.public of Pansaa for the state.nt h. has just lIad••

Hr. lodara Galll1AAl' President of tb' R'Public of Ponlml~ "al .scort.d from
tb. GlP.r.! AI'embly Ball.
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ADDUSS BY MIt. yOtflII DGUl'A ICUSBVUI, PUSIDBft or 'lBE REPUBLIC or UGAJlDA

'!'h' PBISIpm, The Assembly will now hear aD aCldresll1 by the Preeidel1t of

the R.public of Uganda.

Mr. Ymptd 1'9"1;1 "us,vep!, PrCllid.1lt of t;he 'I»»bUC of UgtWJa, VSI .scorti.d

'Pto th- G.persl AI"8bly Ball.

De PllSIDlns On behalf of the General Aasembly, I have the. honour to

~,.lc~ to the Ul1ited Nations tbe President of the Republic of UgaDda, His

Bzcel1enc~ Mr. Yower! Xaguta Museveni, an4to invite him to address the General

2r.sid.nt MQSIYBNla In 1987, I bad the privilege of addressing this

As.ambly at its forty.•secon4 session and I took the opportunity at that time to

apprise member. of this body of ou~ struggbs in Uganda.

This time I have come vearing two hats, 110 to speak. "Today, I speak 011 behalf

of the States IHmbera of the Organization of Afri«:an Unity (OAU), as its current

Chairman, for which I feel greatly honoured, and a180 as President of my country,

Uganda.
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(Exe.14'Dt HUNlyeni)
We in Africa enter this dlcade with a deep .ens. of hlatory. We vividly

r8Dl8J1ber that the niDet••nth century n. characted.ed by the clirlu of the
partition and colonisation of our continent. De.pit. our problems, which I shall
a4dre•• pre.ently, the twentieth century i. closin9 just al Africa has recovered
its political fr.e40m. W. brace ourmelv•• a. we loot forward to making th~

twenty-fir.t century one of memorable progre••, when Africa become. a continent of
modern Statec. This call, for the confronting of all the problems of
under-aevelopmlnt - a tast that is surely a global responsibility, a respoDsibility
of all the countries in the United Hatlonm.

Today, I should lite to focus OD the strategies for the ecoDomic and political
emancipation of our continent and cn the role that the intsrllatioDal community can
play iD resolving these problems. In this regard, I see five fundamental obstacles
to Africa'S economic and political advancement. first, human-resource
UDder-development, particularly under-development in science and technical
tr&iniD91 secondly, the excessive and unbearable debt burden of the world's poorest
nations; thirdly, rigidity and distortions in Africa's external trade, especially
with the industrial countries I fourthly, rigidity and distortions in the influence
of fiscal end monetary policy, especially in relatioD to multilateral financial
institutions I fifthly, rigidity and corruption in tbe political and economic
institutions of African States.

On the ~uestion of the under-development of human rlsource., it is important
to note that the 1'010 of scientific discovery, inventioD and innovation in e~Qnomic

development has been fully recognized in recent econo: lc hi8tory. Few vauId
dispute the catalytic rele of the steam cngine, the aeroplane~ the telephone and,
more rocently, the computer, in advancing the GcoDomic and social welfare of vast
communities world-.id~. Less well recognized, hoveverg are the infrastructures•
that mate the•• inventioDs possible. There is no doubt that active an& euatained
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participation in scientific and technical work requires a well organised and

adequately funded educational establishment. Technology cannot be meaningfully

advanced by, or transferred to, people who can neith£r read nor write.

Fundamentally, Africa recognizes that economic production is conceived,

planned and implemented by people acting in their capacities as farmers,

processors, traders, engineera and managers. While the various roles that

individuals play in a production process require varying levels of literacy and

technical training, there is no doubt that improvements in produ("tion require

improvements in the knowledge and skills of human beings. Attempts to increase the

utilisation of tractors, for example, will not succeed where a ~ountry lacks

trained mechanica to maintain them. Thus, expensive machines lie idle because

8kill~d manpower is lacking.

Similarly, technology transfers from industrial countries to developing

countries necessitate the poorer countries' maintaining a progressive and sustained

educational effort so that the population may acquire the capacity to receive,

absorb and improve upon the technologies. This is an essential component of the

development process in African countri~s and in other nations of the world. Such

training inevitably necessitat9s the commitment of real resources in the immediate

term. There is no doubt whatsoever that Africa's fundamental development

prodicament today is the desperate lack of real resources to support the level of

educational effort that is needed if the continent is to reach the development

threshold.

The most fundamental change in the economies of Europe - the industrial

revolution - was essentially a revolution of the middle class, the bourgeoisie. It,
was a self-sustaining proceas of economic growth whereby each suc~eeding generation

expected to enjoy, and did en'o~, higher levels of production and consumption. Ho

genuine, indigenous middle class - no captains of industry, as they were called in
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(Presidont Museyoni)
another continent and in another century - has emerged in Africa. Instead, we
behold the spectacle of a class of middlemen who act as commission agents for
foreign manufacturers. These are the people we call Africa's middle class.

No economy will transform itself without the emergence of an indigel10us class
of industrialists and entrepreneurs. The cause of development will be best served
by the deliberate encouragement, from within and from without, of the emergence of
an African force to equal the industrial middle class, such 8S the one that
accomplished the tranSformation of the economies of Western Burope and the rest of
the developed northern hemisphere.

There is no doubt in my mind that if Africa is to develop, it must devote a
greater share of its current inCOMe to the education of its people. Africa should
also SOlicit and welcome substantial concessionary loans and grants to aid the
education sector. Above all, what Africa must not do - can nO longer afford to
do - is continue to substitute debt servicing for education. In Uganda, for
example, the proportion of the Government's recurrent budget that will go to debt
servicing this year ill more than twice that Which is earmarked for education. This
debt servicinq, moreover, will use up more than 80 per cent of our foreign-exchange
earnings. By any standard, such a burden on an economy whose disintegration over
the p~st 30 years is well known illustratE~ that the international arrangements
that have so far been devised to assist the wo~ld's poor nations to reach levels of
self-sustained development continue to be grossly inadequate.

We believe that the objective of self-sustaining growth and development should
not be secriflced at the altar of debt servicing. We appeal to all members of this
Organization to give th=ir full support to aebt-forgiveness and debt-reache4uling
proposals, to ensure that the necessary resources are available to educate Africa's
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populations so that thay may bo enablad to attain higher productiva capacity. I

understand.. from current data, that there are 26 severely indebted low-income

countries, of which 24 are in sub-Saharan Africa. I am further informed that in

1988 the debts of these low-income countries amounted to 135 per cent of their

qros8 national product. It is evident that they cannot pay Buch debts. At best,

they will service them by undermining their own economies, thus becoming less

capable, in each successive year, of repaying debts. It is clearly in the

interests of both debtors and creditors to reverse such an absurd and dangerous

situation.

In the light of these problems, I commend the initiatives that have besn

advanced for the writing-Off of debts. I must point out, however, that, so far,

the actual relief resultinq from these programmes is eztremely small.
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For example, until recently the cash-flow savings for 12 sub-Saharan countries in
the special programma of assistance in 1989 were about $50 million, or 2 per cent
of their debt-service burden. However, the recent announcement by the British
Chancellor of the Bzcheguer in Trinidad is most welcome. It is evident that a
great deal more must be done to break the grip of debt OD Africa's economic
progress.

I turn now to the subject of international trade.

For Africa, as for all the world, free and fair trade ls vital to economic
progress. It is well known that our countries have suffered greatly from
deteriorating terms of trade as well as from protectionism in the developed
countries. The values of coffee and cocoa have plummetted to unprecedented levels,
causing many African countries to totter OD the brink of chaos, which can be
avoided only by abdicating independence to external institutions and donor
countries. Our protests against imperfect and distorted markets which consi~tently

raise the prices of the products of industrial countries while invariably reducing
the value of our products, manufactured as well as primary, have fallen on deaf
ears. We are now at a point where the value of our products has deteriorated to a
fraction of what it was a few years ago, and tariff barriers on our. processed
products make it extremely difficult for us to penetrate the markets of the
industrialized countries.

It is clear that the industrialized countries need to pay more than lip
service to the doctrines of market economics. The advocacy of the market economy
so generously proferred by the media and vi90urously reinforced by the multilateral
institutions would be Blore easily accepted if the international markets for our
products were actually free and fair. It is incredibly insensitive to insist that
we should obey the laws of the market whon the only sure result so far is that
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tho~e markets h8ve consistently devalued our products. w~ therefore urge this

Organization to inquire yet more actively into the conduct of world markets and to

reduce the rigidities and distortions which operate against developing countries'

products. It is not at all inconceivable that the illegal practices which have

recently been found in some stock exchanges and commodity markets may be more

widespread than is generally believed.

I do not wish to blame the international situation for all of Africa's

problems. I do recognize that there has also been a failure of policy in African

countries. Overvalued exchange rates, large fiscal deficits, hyperinflation and

negative interest rates have often led to instability and deterioration in many

African economies. ~~ile we acknowledge these problems, we also wish to urge the

multilateral institutions to recognize Africa's need for long-term structural

change as opposed to lop-sided, rigid emphasis on short-term stabilization. Recent

pronouncements from the World Bank indicate that they are beginning to orient

future lending towards 10n9~term developmont. We welcome this shift, and urge both

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank to complement each other's

policies in order to promote genuine ~trtlctural change in the African eco~omies.

I wish to take this opportunity to clarify and reiter8te our stand on

political freedom. As the t~entieth century draws to a close, Africans look back

on it as the century in which most African countries regained political freedom

from the colonial masters. For many of our countries - for example, Namibil .

Angola, MOZambique and Zimbabwe .• the wounds are still rave As for South Africa,

we are living through a continuous wake for the victims of APartheid.

Therefore, Africans know what freedom means. There have been various aborted

democratic processes. This is because management of .the democratic process itself

was new to the continent. What previous experience did Africans have of managing a
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democratic process? It was during precisely those centuries in which Europe and
North America were emerqing from feudalism towards - for some of them at least -
liberal democracy that Africa was being ravaged by the slave trade and, later on,
lost its sovereignty altogether. Bec~use of colonial rule and the plunder of
Africa in the preceding period, social forces which could sustain democracy had not
emerged by the time of independence. In Europe, liberal democracy was and is the
ideology of the industrial middle class and of the small, independent artisans
before them. Where was the industrial middle class of Africa 30 years ago, during
the twilight of colonialism? Despite these impediments, the democratic movement in
Africa is on the forward march. An authentic democratic movement is being

consolidated by internal, social dynamic~. External sermoni~ing and pressure will
not bring democracy to Africa.

In this regard, however, we take exception to the view that the mode of
democracy practised in a select group of countries is the only legitimate

demccracy. We find considerable danger and paradox in the attempt to prescribe, in
a ,~\rtually dictatorial, intolerant fashion, a brand of democracy which is

ready-made and presumed to be the only correct one. I wish to urge the people of
the world to agree that the cause of democracy would be better served by accepting
pluralism, not only within the borders of a given State but also throughout the
world. In this way, international demucracy will emerge as an acceptance of
multiple approaches to political freedom by the various peoples of the world. If
the fundamental basis of democracy ia the tolerance of alternative views within a
given COUhcry, then the logical extension of this concept to the international
level is the tolerance of alternative perceptions of democratic freedom by

difforent cultures.
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The acceptance of cultural variety is, in our view, not inconsistent with the
yearning for universal h~tman freedom, nor is it an escape mechanism by which
tyrants can impose dictatorships on their peoples. It is simply a recognition of
the fundamental forces at work in different parts of the world at different times.
Nevertheless, the principles that form the essence of democracy are not

negotiable. These are: accountability to the population; regular elections; a
free press; universal suffrage; and unrestricted entry inte the political process
by those saeking election to leadership roles. These form the assence of
democracy; the forms, however, may differ, and this is legitimate.

Africa is faced with a special challenge in the remainder of this century.
That challenge is the conquest of economic underdevelopment and the emancipation of
all African peoples from political servitude. In my remarks to the Assembly today,
I have touched on some of the major obstacle~ to the attainment of these

objectives. We believe that this Organization has a role to play in their
realization.

Let me therefore take this opportunity to reaffirm our support for the United
Nations, and our confidence in the capacity and willingness of the world community
to assist Africa's quest for economic and political freedom. In this connection, I
would recall the special session of the GGneral Assembly on 1 June ID86; at which
the United Nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and

Development 1906-1990 was unanimously adopted.
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That historic session witnessed the forging of a unique compact and coalition

between Afric~ a~d the international community to accelerate socio-economic

recovery and development in Africa. Unfortunately, that global coalition has not

been sustained as the crisis in Africa, rather than abating, has become worse. A

final review of the implementation of the United Rations Programme of Action for

African Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990 will be conducted at the

forty-sizth session of the United Nations General Assembly. Searching questions

must be asked and an in-depth assessment must be conducted at that session on the

fate of the 1986 consensus, the impact it has had on bringing about economic

recovery and development, and the extent to which all parties to this historic

alliance have honoured the commitmenta contained in the United Nations Programme

of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development 1986-1990.

Based on that final review and evaluation the General Assembly will also need

to pronounce itself on the measures that need to be undertaken to support a process

of sumtained growth and transformation in Africa in the post-Programme period.

It is therefore imperative that the final review of the implementation of the

United NatJ.oDs Programme and support for African development and transformation

endeavo~rs in the 1990s should be conducted. The Conference of Ministers of the

Economic Commission f~r Africa (ICA) has recommended that mechanisms for the final

review and appraisal of the implementation of the Programme should be similar to

th~se of the mid-term review of the Programme, and that for this purpose an Ad hoc

committee of the whole of the General Assembly should be established to appraise

the Programme and to propose measures for sustained development in Africa beyond

1991. The Organization of African Unity endorses this recommendation and hopes

that the necessary resource. will be made _v~ilable to the leA to carry out the
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review exercise. The current session of the General Assembly has been entrusted
with the task of establishing the mechanism for the final review of the Programme.
It Is ~ sincere hope that the Assembly will concur in the proposals that have been
put to it by Africa~

In conclusion, first, I request that, a special effort be mounted by the world
community, through this Organizntion, to increase resources for investment in
education in Africa. That is one of the surest ways to lay the foundation for the
scientific and technical revolution which Africa must now accomplish in order to
bring about self-sustaining devalopment.

Secondly, I call upon Africa's creditors, including the multilateral
institutions, to adopt realistic attitudes that are effectively compatible with
Africa's long-term development and qrowth.

Thirdly, I must make a special appeal to all Members of this Organization to
re-examine the conduct of international trade, so that it is free and fair to all
participating countries. The time is long overdue for reversing the decline in the
terms of trade of the developing countries.

Fourthly, I urge the multilateral institutions to adopt more flexible
macro-economic policiea which recognize the limits of current economic knowledge
and which emphasize long-term development and not merely short-term stebillzation.

Fifthly, I reiterate that the Organization of African Unity fully accepts the
objectives of popular democracy. Our Organization will continue to encourage its
members to create an environment for freedom and democracy in every African
country. We recognize that there are too many - and in some cases protracted -
internecine struggles in Africa today. Liberia is a recent and very tragic
ezample. These conflicts are also, more often than not, funded by outside
interests. Our continent cannot prosper if these struggles continue. We appe&l to
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the int.rnational community to support peace and to eschew destabilization in

Africa. A peaceful Africa will ultimately serve and enhance the cause of global

peace.

In this regard I must emphasize the obligation of all member countries to

intensify pressure upon the apartheid regime in South Africa to hasten the end of

that affront to humanity. The sanctions against South Africa are being felt by the

racist regime. They should therefore be tightened in order to force Suuth Africa

to abandon apartheid at once. The Africans in South Africa itself have expressed

support for sanctions as a means of forcing the racists to abar.don apartheid. It

is therefore incorrect to maintain the view that sanctions are wrong because

presumably they hurt the black majority. The view of the black majority is that

they want thQ sanctions. If we are truly interested in aS8isti~g them we should

respect their views on this important matter. Those who doubt the efficacy of

sanctions must now reassess their positions in the light of the current position

elsewhere in the world. If sanctions can work in Iraq they can vork in South

Africa.

Finally, I should. like to call on the United Nations system to implement the

United Nations resolutions on the Middle East and the Gulf. We cannot talk about

freedom in the rest of the world and forget the people of Kutiait and the people of

Palestine.

We reaffirm the right of all countries to determine, in all sovereignty, their

system of democracy on the basis of their socio-cultural values, taking into

account the realities of our countries, the necessity to enSure development and to

satisfy the basic needs of our peoples. We therefore assert that democracy and

development should go together and should be mutually reinforcing.
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'1'ha PUSIDm. OD behalf of the Gla.ral bstably, I ,,18h to thaDk the

Pr.s14eat of the I.public of Uguda fOr the stat_at h. us :Jut ..48.

Hr· 'gnd 1..1;. Hu••ftal. 'r.lid.at of tb. 'epyhl1c Qf Ugap"•• VI' ••cort."

frOll t.h. Qep.ral 61".12 Ball.
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ADDUSS 11' MR. ALI'UDO RLIX CIISTIAIII-'IURJWU), .RISIDDI"t or TIll UPUBLIC 01'
BL SALVADOR

%ht PlISIDIII. Tb. Aa.e.bly will DOW b.ar an addr... br the Pr••ldeDt of

tIuI Rtlpub11c of 11 Salvador.

. Mr. Alfr.dp ,Ill. Crl.tlapt-Iurkard, 'r••idlDt of tbt 'IRgbl1g cC 11 lalya4gr,

XI' ,.cort" lpto tb' Glplral "Itgbly Hall.

Da. '11Slom. OIl behalf of the GlD.ra1 Aa••ab1y I have tb. boDOur to

..lCMMa to the Uraltod RatioD' the Pr.aldoDt of the liltpubllc of 11 Salvador,

81. he.ll.Dcy Mr. Alfr.do rel1z Cd.tinl-Burterd, ad to lDvlt. hill to addr•••

fr,p14'Dt CIIStIAlI-BUlIAID (int.rpr.tatioD from Sp..lah~. I wl.h to

btc)lD IIY addr... to the blll••1y, Sir, by "aylllCJ how pl.aee4 I .. et your .l.CUOD

to pr••ld.# with your u.ua1 eti11 and wisdom, ov.r the difficult work of the

forty-fifth ••••iOD of the GODera1 Aa••Mbly, tbe hlgh••t forum at which the world'.

probl.m. are dlac»•••4. ID cODgratul.tlag you, .. al.o .l.h to .zpr... our

9ratltud. to your pr.d.c••lor, Mr. Jo••ph .anveD Garba, for hi. work 4u1'109 the

forty-fourth ....IOD of the G'D.ral AallsablYI thl. _Ilk•• it cl.ar that the

Org_laatioD - to which we al" eo prou4 to be10Dg and to which .. f.o1 .uab a "De.

of co..l~at - le cODtlDUIDg It. coaal_teDt .ffort. to the blD.flt of the hlghor
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Ne aleo "iab to au. .pecial ..ntioD of tb~ .iCJDif1c..t u4 iaportUlt rol'
played b7 the StCtltary-GeD.ral at thl. crucial tiM iD hiltory wh.D, IIOr8 thu

.v.r befor., the function of 4iple-atic UDderatandin9 requir•• the cODtribution of

.speri'Dc.d ..a of Vi8ioD. ID particular, a. far a. 11 Salvador 1. cODc.rDId, we
wi.h to eapts.. our .1ncot. aDd profouDd gratitude to th. S.cr.tary-Gln.ral for his
.ffort. and tho•• of hi. perloDal r.prls.Dtativ., Dr. Alvaro d. Sote, to fADd a
political .olutioD to th.SmlvadoraD cODflict, which for ov.r a 4.ca4. ha.
inflict.d tr'~Ddou. IUff.riag OD the plopl. of DJ country.

Thi' 1a tb. "coDd time I hav••pot'D frail thla rostrUII frail which the
r.pr,s'Dtative. of all the people. of tb. world lIat. th.ir voic•• h.ard. I must
candidly .ay that I have bI.D gr.atly .truck by the .atraordiDary lIagnitud. and
pacs of the chalUJ.s that have occurr.d iD the world iD the last year. Th.
trUlsfotllatioD DOW occurriDg iD the cODsciousD.as of hUllaDity Is .0 significant and
so far reachiDg iD its implicatioDs that I would .VID go 80 far aa to say that it
i. an unprec.d.nt.d d.v.10pm8Dt iD ~. hi.tory of the last f.w ceDturies. I wish
to emphasis. that it is a ph'DomeDoD of cODsclou.D'S. that is ~D questioD, because
it seems b'yoDd any doubt that wbat w. ar. S••1Dg la Dot ...r.ly a chug. of
id.ol09i~. but the ....rgeDc. of a much mor. dynamic and broader conc.ption of
liberty iD the political, .coDo.lc an6 cultural .ph.r•••

Aft.r a traUMatic ceDtury iD which virtually the .ntir. iDt.llig.nt.ia ef the
world allowed it••lf to b. s.duc.d by the mirage oE radicali.lI, sacrificiDg fr.edom
OD the altar of equality, the totalitarian utopia hes collaps.d, l.aving it quit•
• vid'Dt that DO .quality and DO progr... hmv. bO'D achi.ved anu shoviDg that
freedom, d.spit. all the chaiDs, i. a fundameDtal and iDvariabl. forc.. Th. most
esemplary and beautiful phenomeDon we have not.d iD r.c.nt MODthS is that fr••dom
.ventually pr.vail. ov.r any ideology that tri.s to adult.rat. or d.stroy it, and
the individual will aurviv§s eV'D the mo.t sophisticat.d coll.ct1vist aberrations.Digitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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That ia true Dot only for tbe industrialized world, but also for the

dev.loping worl4. Freedam is Dot the exclusive privilege of anyone, nor is

d.-ocracy anyone'. exclusive partimony. All humans have the right and ability to

be fr... All peopl,s have the capacity to live and to develop in deMocracy. In

the new era of human history that wo are now enter~n9' there is no longer any room

for paralysing authoritarianism or destructive totalitarianism. The change that Is

takiDg place in history beloDgs to all of us and commits all of us.

Fortunately, the simplistic catch-phrases of ideology have lont all their

spurious magic. What in nov prevailing is a healthy pragmatis~ that viII make it

po.sible to restructure the syatems of ideas iD a healthier vay more in keeping

vith the dynamilm of the creative spirit of humanity. The dreadful vars aDd blOOdy

r.volutions hove taught ua a lesson that is as old .s history itself but more valid

and mor, vigorous than ever: violence and hatred caus, only destr.uctioD, because

they are the greatest enemies of life.

As those responsible for the conduct ef the affairs of our. nat~oDs, VI are

meeting here precisely to vork for life. The reD~ved interest in the protection of

children Is evidenc' of that. The videspread determination to save and protect the

natural environment is also evidence of it. Tbe universal repUdiation of all forms

of var and aggr8msion testify to that end. The powerfUl re-emergence of the

methods of pea~e to confront even the most 4ifficglt problems of our age

demoostrates th~~ point in a practically unanimous manner.

The unanimity of the civilized vor14 in response to the crisis in the Persian

Gulf is the best sign that the vorld requirement of security for peace is being

strengthened much more rapidly than the most optimistic forecasts could havs

estimated. It is vitally important that ve should avoid var through all diplomatic

&Dd political means available. Tbe int,rnational machinery is being put to th~

tost and our Organization nov ha~ a very crucial challenge facing it. If theDigitized by Dag Hammarskjöld Library
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civili.ed ..thod. prove abl. to resolve the cri,18 brought about by the r.pugaaat
aDd off'D.ive act of aggre••loD aqaia.t the 10v,relgB State of KuwaIt, the
lat.rDettoDa! ord.r .ill bav••merged UAlcathed froQ the supr... ord.al. If Dot,
it will be more thaD ever .vid.nt that a De. iBt'~Dat!onal security order ie
requir.d, and that all international machiDory neede to be r.via.d. QuI." GoverDmeAt
r••olut.ly eupport. tb. [.,olutionl of the S.curity COUAcil r.latiD9 to the crisIs
aDd f.rv.ntly appeal. fer the .ffective implemeDtatioD without d.lay of tho,. aDd
any other r.solutions that may be Dec••sary to resolve a crl'is that so ••rlou.ly
j.opardi.es world peace aDd dev.lop1ent.

la this phase of contemporary history, D~ terrible aDd yet 10 promising,
Central America has 9radually .m.rged as 8 cOQcrete r.ality in the .yes of the
iDt,rDatioDal COIillllUD!ty. OD' can maf.ly ,',\\1" that before the 1geOs C.ntral Morica
was practically aD unkDOVD ar.a from which only sporadic Dew, emerged aDd always
with aD .aotic (,IVertoD'. In the middl. of a world that is rapidly being
modtirDl.ed, e'Dtral America ••emed doomed to irr.trievabl& historical ostracism
such that it was Dot consid.red worthy of involvement iD the future of
civili.atioD. The profound political crIsIs of the traditional iDstitutloDs,
together with tb. major effort made by totalitarianism to seize the region - which
was strategically so importDDt iD the patterns of the cold var - caused CODtral
America to m~Ke a leap into the vold. It found itaelf propelled from en~8M!c

anoDyml~y to the forefroDt of the ag8Dda of the world Power, aDd onto the headliDes
of th. world press.

Tb. last gr.at confrontation of the cold war occurred iD CeDtral America.
CeDtral America was the l~st act of the drama OD which we DOW se. the fiDal curtalD
coming down. ADd that, a result of ~aiDful conflict whose effects we are tryiDq to
overeome at the Dational and regional levels, has al30 giveD u, aD iDterDational

.'.';
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4iaenioa that we auat. DOW put to CJOO4 u.a iD or.s.r to estabU.b the peace od

cODlolidat. our ae-ocratic proca••aa.

CODtra!'F to all adverlitr aDd eapectatioD8, ae-ocr.cy 1. DOW • fuactioDiag

reality iD all the coutrl•• of Coatr.l AMdca. lut we CllllDOt aD4 lIN.t DOt lose

.ight of tha fact th.t naacoat deMocracla. aro fr.,i1e &Dd dopead to a coa.i4arabla

a.taat oa iDtOrDAtloDal 'lD4erltaDdiaq aDd support. from th!. ro.trua, I reiterate

particular.

We .1'0 roali.. that our 4.-ocraci.. eaoaot r~.t ,u,port without .t the

I'" tlM eel'DiDg the wodd'. cre4ibU.ity. Two factor. '1'0 ••••DUlll ia that

r.;ard. .. .uat show that we C.~tr.l AMerlc... .re .ctually .D9~ ia • .orlou,

.how iD taDgible t.~, that .ach of our .~cletl.. i. workiD9 courDgeOu.ly for

~cratlc iDltltutioaa! r.fo~ and the full guaraDtee of b~ rightl.

Wa al.o reiterat& • cordial ati4 re.poctful ple. to our fri.Dd., the Pre,ideate

of Coat.ral AMrica, 1Ilclu4iD9 Pn_, for u. to d,e ev.a IIOre re.eluuly aad

aa.l'getically iD the .ear future to ..et ~ Challeag. of lat09r.tloD, Dot ,u.t

eco.o~ic but .al.o locial aad political iDtegratioD.

It ia Dot ay intention to repeat the advoc.cy of UDiOD, a. waa char.cteriltlc

of the p••t. .ath.r, I •••t to fo~ the outli... as 'OOD a. po••~ble of a Ce.tral

~ric. of aatioaaliti••, ¥bich will ..k. it po••ibl. to pI'8'.rva our individual

charBctari.tlc. aD4 at the .... tt.. ce-e to t.~ with the r••lity of & -erld that

de•• DOt forgive i.olatioD or actDovl.dg•••1f~'Qffici.acr.

If great block. of ~tiODD CaD unite iD a ~•• typa of natioaallty who.a prime

coapoD8nt i. a co-.oa 4e.tiDy, it would be ab.ur4 for u. Central Amorlc... to fail
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co_unity t±3t there 11 DOW iD El Salvador inter-party machinery which ba. COllIe

parti•• , regardle•• of ideology, and I am proud to infor.m tho international

~ODcr.te end feaaible, which I, ~rtant to all of us and Incumbont upoa all of

I tat. this opportunity to r&fer to peace in 81 Salvador as somethiDg ~lt.

Our I_r!odty talPt 1, to achiave general peace in Central Allerica., which ,,111

~ur national d.'tiny or in a marginal statum.

Speaking about Bl Selvedor from this J:'ostrum of the United Nation8 p<:ovi4e. an

Aa I have inaiatently .tated ainee assuming the presidency, I regard -WMolf a8
the legitlaate rapr.s.ntative aed .ervant of the inter.ats of all Sslvadoriana,

intere.t.. Our country i. hi.torically moving in ·that direction, a. are our daily

arduou.,. but nece••aE'f - that iD order to d.ael've to live in peace ~ .Ullt work

effort.. In thi. re.pect, ve attagh great importBDcG to the role of the political

s.riQ~.ly for tolerCDCQ and mutual reapact, beyond Ideolog1e. and .ectoral

regard, peace is DOW tho top priority for our GoverDmllnt, i;Q accordance with the

eveD tho.e ¥he do Dot sbare my pattern of values aDd my views concern11ll9 thll

u.. Ma au8~ e.clude no one from this peace effort uulesD we are to COMmit ths ee.e

coumtry. Me Sa!va4orianc arQ l ••rning - and our apprenticeship is difficult and

error a. in the past, tbet i~, laavlng certain sectors out of the con.truction of

order to atake it 2IM)re prc.sveroU8 and mere united in the innodlate future. ID that:

lincerity our cO:lllllitlMnt to what we Salvadorius ara doiDq to chuqe our society in

extraordinary opportunity, as al"ay., an4 allowlI us to reiterate with truth and

DOat profound and urgent aspiration of tbo national communitf and with the

Died

.apr••••d aentiaenta of the international community.
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about in the ~limote of negotiations now prGvailing in the country and in which all
the political parties, of various schools of thought, are working together.

This inter-party effort, which has never been so broad or self-su8tain~d in
the history of our country~ has alre~dy borne !ta first fruit: a consensus
agreement to carry out reforms and take the necessary measures to guarantee that
the legislbtive and municipal elections of next March will be to the fullest extent
possible 88cu~e and clean and have massive vocer participation, ~o that no ODe can
objectively call them in question.

For this purpose, the inter-party commission has agreed to international
monitorinq of the electoral process from its initial stages. My Governmont, with
its firm commitment to endorsing the consensus agreements resulting from the
electioDs, expresses before this universal forum its determination to ensure that
the international monitoring of the forthcoming elections vill begin functioning
immediately~ with SUfficient scope and freedom to leave DO doubt in anyone's mind
of our will to achieve democracy.

In the light of the foregoing .. ve invite the Organization and itl!l Member
States to give us their full co-operation and to set in motion immediately, in a
consistent and effective manner, tho machinery for international monitoring of the
forthcoming electoral process. In our country clean and honest elections are aD

important part of the democratization that has been under way since 1982.

Peace in El Salvador is not going to come out of the barrel of a gun. Peace
has to be gradually forgGd in the political understanding of the various force.
involved. Aa part of that national understanding, the negotiatioDs between the
Government of the Republic and the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Force (FMLN)

,
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are a crucial factor 6 and they must be promoted and conduct.d in a rea.onable
mann.r ~o that. th.y may yield perman.nt r.ault. for the heHfit of all our p.ople.

Throt!ghout the year that ha. elapsed aince I had the honour of .paaking frOll
this ro.trum, we have made con.tant effort. on behalf of political negotiations
with a view to ending the conflict. I do ~ot wi.h to dwell OD the regrettable fact
that the PMLN brote off negotiations in November last y.ar and launched a very
violent offeDsive which struck unjustl~ at the civilian population, already
sever.ly battered by war. We have come h3re not to complain about what has
happ.ned in the past but rather to ezplain the poll1t1ve things that are going OD.

At the beginning of this year we came to the United Ration. to r&Ciueat its
a••iatanco in r.storing the negotiating proc.... Thi. c~~ about in April, un4er
the auspic•• of the Secretary-General, Mr. Pere. de Cuellar, who h•• at all tiQes
been eag.r to brilllq all hi. wisdom and energy to bear in the service of the caule
of peace in Bl Salvador. Through his worthy r.pr•••ntative, Mr. De Soto, we have
8ucc.e4ed in re-establishing the negotiating process, and this Is now movin9
forward at ouch a pace that concr.te r.sults are already being achieved. Last July
III .ubstantive agreeDIGDt was .igned betwe.n the Gover_nt and the FMLIf on the
crucial aspect of r.spect for and guarante.ing of human right. in the country. As

a consequence of that the Security Council bas authorized the Secretariat to
establish in Bl Salvador an office to do the pr.paratory work d.alin9 with the
verification of the agreements in all spheres that the proc.ss will produce.

I wish to emphasize that our Government place. the highest po••ibl. value on
the verification to be carried out by the Unit.d HatioDI in every aspect of the
agreement. r.sulting from the peace process. We are firmly coumitted to en.uring
that this verification will be timely, broad and .ufficient, without short-cnts or
ambiqulties.

•
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Tha first guarantee for pu~ce in 81 Salvador is~ of cour.e, the determination
of the people to achieve peace~ as indicated by the s.rious and constant
functioning of the peace machinery, both at the nego~iating table and away from
that table. '.rhe other guarantee is international verification" for the
effectiveness of which we aro prepared to give nur full support and the a.,urances
required, now and in ~-Jle future. The verification model VG have supported ad

agreed upon in order to end this conflict ODce and for all ia unprecedented, and
t4is in it.elf is a way of 4emonstratin9 to the world our determination to achiev9
hal~ny and our absolute sincerity with regard to the free aDd peaceful future of
the country.

Our vie" of peace in El Salvador compri••• three fundamental elemGntsl the
strengthening of unrestricted political pluralism, in the terms guaranteed by the
Constitution cf the aepUblicl the consolidatioD of democratic institutions, with
the unequivocal pre-eminence of the civilian branch of authority, deriving from the
will of the people, and sustained and balanced economic and aocial development
which will mako it possible fo~ Bl Salvador to build a model of prospority in Which
eve!;'yone will have an opportunity for advance.nt.

We are opposed to the paternalism which eau••, people. to become stultified
and the populism which impoverishes them by deceivln9 them, aDd also to simplistic
economic formulas which fail to take into account the human a1meDElon of
development. We believe primarily in the creative productive apirit of the human
being and hi. inherent fre.dom# aDd that 18 why we have d••igned and p~t into
effect a pattern of measures whieh, vhile g~adually improving the .conomy, vill
make possible th6 realistic and accelerated recoDstruction of the country. This
obviously has a high political cost, but ve are prepared to confront that, because

,
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we are gui4e4 by the interests of our Dation. We also I:now that this way of

thinking an4 this type of economic action now prevail iD the world, and this

encourages us t~ move ahead without vacillation, although we are prspared to make

corro~tions and chaDg~8 as necessary vhen the objective reality of our country so

requl~elS.

We are aware that in El Salvador a radical change is taking place, the outcome

of the most profound crisis in our history. National salvation, which is the

ultimate goal of my Government, involves the purification of practically all our

institutions, and of course the c~e4 forces are no exception.

In all honesty we can say that the civilian branch of authority is becoming

stronger and stronger in our country aud that, within the present process of

inatitutional modernisation, each sector is taking its place within the orderly

framework of a functional democracy.

Those who vant to .ee El Salvador as it was in 1979 want to live in t~e past,

becaur. they are either biased or blind. The decade oF. the 19808 has taught us in

El Salvador more than we could have learnt in all th6 previous decades since

iDdependence. In the first place it has taught us the irreplaceable value of

democracy, which i. the best school of moderation. In democracy only the moderate

prosper, and the bemt proof of moder:-atioD 1a strict compliance with the laws. That

is why our struggle i8 one OD behalf of rationality and understanding and the

peaceful coexistence of brothers - because we have already seen for ourselve~ the

madDess of war, and ". do not want even the slightest root of that fratricidal

madness to remain in our soil.
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Our Government is a full-fledged member of the civilised commuDity of natioD.

and, in this respect, we assume the international responsibilities incumbent upon
us. El Salvador is at this time making legitimate use of this status by having
recourse to the the International Court of Justice together with our sister
Republic of Honduras in order to seek a settlement to a century-old frontier
dispute, which we hope will be terminated once and for all in mid-199l. Our
country, as we have undertaken to do, and as indeed is our obligation, by virtue of
our voluntary acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Court, will comply with the
Court's rUling oa this frontier dispute. MOreover, El Salvador is fully confident
that the Secretary-General of the United Nations, through the Security Council, and
at the requeat of the Presidents of Central America, particularly the President of
El Salvador, will continue to pursue his active mediatioD to resolve, by political
negotiations, the internal conflict still affecting our people.

We uphold international law absolutely and unequivocally. Our confidence in
international machinery to foster the peaceful settlement of all kinds of conflicta
is total. As regards the domestic conflict which is afflicting us, and which we
feel now is completely out of date and totally unwarranted, our positio& 1. quite
clear. We want a comprehensive solution to this conflict. We hope that the rMRL,
having become a totally political force, will participate with all the guarantees
which all political parties have in the democratic life of the country, and we
trust that the solution to be found to the conflict will serve, a8

Mr. Peres de Cuellar rightly observes i~ his aDnual report to the Organisation, to
lead "to a positive transfo~atioD of Salvadorian socioty". (A/iS/I, p. 6)

We look towards the past only to learn positive lessons from it, not to try to
reproduce it in any way, shape or form. ~he responsibility of Salvadoriens for
this decisive phase of our history ie so great that we do not believe In the
simplicity of superficial solutions. All our programmes and goals look forward
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toward. the ~diate future and the more remote future. It would be 8uici4al to

cling to vice., shortcomings and arbitrary behaviour or archaic priv!l@qes. Life

is evolving, and minds must evolve also eo that actions vill respond to deeds and

not to ideological mirages of any sort.

We want to live in peace. We are working to ensure that a firm and lasting

peace will take root, in vhich there vill be no type of oppression, no type of

impunity and no type of exclusive fanaticism. Democracy is our ideal, and ve

dedicate our full energy every day to strengthening it. Democracy is built each

day lIlOlt'e vith simple facts than with spectacular posturing. In that simple,

natural and democratic vay, ve exercise p01flr. We also nurture power in that way,

because it is not our power and not anyoneels,'s. It is the pover of the peoplo.

This may seem mere talk but, in fact, it really represents our maximum challenge

and, eventually, it will be our greatest conquest: affirming civil authority, not

as an arbitrary type of rule, but as the authority leading the destiny of a

pluralistic society, which we already are and which ve shall increasingly be, in a

peaceful manner.

There is DO longer any reason for var to .zist in El Salvador. We do not vant

war in Bl Salvador. Interpreting the mood of the people, from this rostrUJll, which

is the highest rostrum of the nations, VI would say to all the national forces:

the Goveram.nt of the Republic 11 Salvador is prepar.d to do its utmost, with

flexibility and .e~'Dlty as nece.sary, in ord.r to continu. to seek an exemplary

peace such as the Salvadorian people des.rves. In this respect, ve have only two

unswerving principles to uphold: the fundamental principles of representative

democracy and respect for law. As regards respect for the law, VI r.alize that it

may change, of cour••, in accordhce with the noeds of tho time, but chang. must be

carried out on the rails .stablisha4 by the law itself. Political and 80cial
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r.alon can IIOtivate such chug•• but it CaD n.ver ba aotlveted by arbitrery with••
or the capric. of individuals or group••

Particularly. we add~.ss the !MNL aad urge it to mak~ a mutual ex.rcis. of
flexibility and realistic und.rstanding at the negotiating tabl.. H. have
r.peat~dly aald that the mer. fact that we bav. proposed. from the first days ~f

our t.~ in Gov.rnment. a psrMan.nt dialogue to I ••k a lalting p.ace in our country
alr.ady novel UI away f~om the fruitl.ss and It.ril.. quarrelsome notion of victorl
Bd vUCJUiah.a. Rather. we beli.ve that thit war has left us all with great
1.llons whicb wo .hould leern 10 that VI CaD put into practice thele l.s.ons to
s.cur. the peace which VI vant and which the country needl.

Ro OD' il trying to d.stroy anyone els., neither at the n.gotiating tabl.. nor
away fro. the n.gotiating tabl•• nor a!ter the n.gotiating tabl.. Far from it.
Th. gr.at.st r.spon.ibility VI have i. to lover the lev,l of individual and
coll.ctiv. pessionD and t~ make a supreme .ffort of tolerance. Political and noral
reason. provide abundant lupport for thil attitud••

In accordanc. with tha tr.nd In today'S world. and interpreting the mood of
the intornational ccmmunity. wblch ha. be.n let forth from this rostrum by the

morally powerful voice of our mister Republic. COlta Rica. an example of democracy
in the world. we are pr.par.d to declare a unilat.ral c.ase-fire. to be put into
.ff.ct a. loon aD the lMNL d,cia.. lik,.iae - and this to make it poalibl. for
n.gotiation. to move fG~,.rd in an atmosphere mark.d by lel8 t.nsion and gr.ater
trust and. iD particular. to provide r.al 81gnale to the Salvadorian people that
the political wUl of both parti•• ia DOW fimly and pentan.ntly aI!!4r••••4 to
peac.. That woul:1 be a temporary _allur. of .ff.ctive qo04 will. not int.nded to
gain br.athing apace in the war. but rather to cemeat cr.dibility and peace until
the political agreements lea6in9 to a definitive celsatioD of armed confrontatioD
eau be &rdveCl at.
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Me are .ur. that I c.a.e-fir. d.cid.d on unilat.rally by .ach one Df th.

parti••, which would Inter into forc. at the same time, would 'PI.d up tha

negotiation. ~cau••, in the pha•• that we are in now, viol.nc. mer.ly iaped.s that

• proc.... Viol.nc. has .any times be,D uled a8 ID al1.ged means of pr••sure to

bring about a fimal solution, and all it has don. ia aggravate the war. Let U8

~in to U8~ the relourC.1 of progr••siv. peac.-mating, which are those which

r.ality d.manda of us, and which th. p.opl., univ.rsally, in its 8uff.rinq and

Aa to the agr••ment OD human rights .nter.d into by the Gov.rDMIDt and the

rMHL 1n SaD Jose, for UI ita validity 1s immediate, and we are prepared to welcome

int.rnational v.rification by the United Nationl vh.n the OrglDiaation 10 agr••••

Let u. hope that this will be al loon 88 possibl••

Thil 1.lcion of the G.n.ral Ala.mbly vill b. r.membered for v.ry varied

rl••onl. It i. the first which hal o~curr.d ainc. the dism&Dtling of the cold var.

Howev.r, it 11 taking plac. at a time wh.n th.re are serious prospects for a

regional conflict in the Middl. Bast in vhich, at thia v.ry time, th.r. ia eztraMl

t.n.lon between the force. of r.ason and right and thOI. of outrag.oca arbitrary

behaviour and barbarity.

In Burope, an inpreaaive ph.nomeDon is occurring. It will reach & culmination

OD 3 October, with the unification of Germany, which unti: only a f.v months ago

.....d .uch a r.mote poscibility. We welcome it and we congratulat. ita

protagonlatlo Thl. gen.ral altuatlQn of r.newal and rapprochement in Europe OD the

thr••ho14 of 1992, wh.D unit.d Europe will giv. a n.w face to contemporary history,

i. another vivid 1.a.OD for the peopl•••
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Two 12_ k~l'a have joined our OrgaDbaUOD - Liechtenstein aDd Namibia. Ha
..lc.. both of the. _ith deep saUafaction. In the special caS0 of HaJllbie, ..
_1ah to .-phaaiae the role played by the international community, particularly the
United BatioDa, in the a.tiafactory and civili.ed culmination of the l&ngthy
at~uggl. of the noble Namiblan paople to achieve their independence. This is a
step that provide. ..ll-founded ~ope to trust that definitive stability is possible
in the ahort-term in aouthern Africa in the light of the principles of equality aDd
fr••dca, ¥blch cre nee.aeary for a lasting solution to national acd international
conflicta in today'a world.
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w. vi.wed with pleasure the current dialogue between the Republic of Eorea and

the Democratic Peopl.'~ Republic of Eorea, and we fervently hope th~t it will come

to fruition for thft benefit and prosperity of the noble Eorean ~ation. Hone the

le88, we believe that there is no neecl to delay any further the acceptance of the

.epublic of Eorea aa a member of the United RatioDs, since it meets the

prerequisites for membership and aince, moreover, its participation would he of

great value for attaining the purposes of the Charter.

In another cODD~ction, this As"embly will also be remembered for the

unprecedented Presidential Summit for Children and for the unanimous concern of

Governments about the catastrophic dangers of environmental deterioration, the drug

traffic and drug addiction. The subject of the protection and restoration of life

i. now ve~y much in the forefront of mankind's consciousness, and that fact is

reflected as ono of the principal concerns of this body. We join in this great

effort in behalf of life on our turbulent planet and we declare our endorsement now

for any initiative agreed upon in this respect. In our country, we a~e working

pragmatically for the benefit of children and are firmly committed to bringing

about a drastic reduction in the levels of malnutrition and disease and in the rate

of school drop-outs during our remaining years in office. We are making a frontal

Assault on drug abuse and are datermined to save the environment, for which 'le have

de.iqned, inter alia, a programme of national parks that will constitute inviOlable

reserve. for the future.

The United Rations has been playing and will continue to play a primary role

in bringing peace to Central America. Ke reiterate in this Assembly the need for

the United Rations Observer Group in Central America to remain active, now more

than ever, in order to guarantee the security of the region and eventually help to

give final form to the peace agreement in El Salvador.
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W. vie. the d.velopment of C.ntral American and Sslvadorlan .venta with hope

and r.alism. Our Gov.rnment ha. 4.clar.4 the year 1990-1991 the Year of Peace.
P.ac. is OD the I'llOV'. We say this with fim conviction. ID the last year we have
worked tir.lessly for peac.. Tho Salvadorian p.opl. f.rvently prays and eag.rly
hop.!! that war will dllappealt" from our land. I'roll this rostrUlll, we vish to esk God
to .nlight.n all of us so that we may soon find the only path tbat will load us to
the futur.. national reconciliation.

ne PRESIDEn. On behalf of the General As••mbly, I "ish to thank the
President of the R.public of ~l Salvador for tho statement he has just made.

Mr. Alfrodo Fellx Cri.tioD!-Burkard. Pre.ident of tb. R§Public ef 11 SllyadotL

KGI escort.d from tbt Gontral Assembly Ball.

ADDRESS BY MR. CARLOS MmIIS PEREZ, PRBSIDDT or TIll RIPUBLIC or VEDZUlLA

%ht ,RRSIDIIl' Th. Assembly will nOw hear aD a4dross by the President of
the lepublic of V.n':luala.

Mr. Carl05 ADdr" P,rl', Prog14ont of tb' RQPub~ic of Vonl,goloe WAft "corted
into the GeDtral As.tmh1YJlIll.

'thl PBESIDBNZ. On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to
welcome to th' United Rations the Pr.sident of the Republic of V.neau.la,
Mr. Carlos ADdres Peto., and to invite him to a44ro.8 the Assembly.

Prtgi40pt PEaaz (interpretation from Spant.h)a On behalf of ~
Goveramont, allow ma to conqrotulatG you v.ry sine.rely, Sir, on your .lection to
the pr.sid~ncy of the Gen.ral AasemblYQ Your personal ~ualiti.s and experience are
a 8ur. guarantee of ~ .fficient and productive co~o[dinatlOD of the work of thia
session. Your election io also a vell-d.serv.d t~lbuto to your country, Malto, a
land of aq.-old culture, continually pr.s.nt in the history of the Western world.
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I wiah to t~~w~is opportunity to espresa our appreciation to your

pr84.c.~sor, Mr. Joseph Hen'Ien Garba, who guided the activities of th~ As.eably·.

pr.c.ding ses.ion with skill, ~isdo. and balance.

We take special pleasa~e im welcoming two new Member States: the Republic of

X..lbia and the Principality of Liec~tenstein. Venezuela has been aD unswerving

supporter of tbe Ramlbian people·s struggle for independence. Aa e neaber of the

Ueited Rations COUDcil for Rkmibia, Venezuela ~ook an active part iD the COUDcil·s

4.t.r.in~d defence of the Ramibian cauae. We hail the advent of Namibia to

independent life and its aoceasiGn to membership in the international c~ity as

a sovereign nation aftar seven decades of domination by tha infamous APartbeid

regime of South Africa, the shame of mankind.
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a deBocratic society. %be support of tb8 in~raatioDa1 c~ty i. e••ential if
it i. to ..tthos. CJOals. VeD••ue1a hu a1relUSy approached the Hardbi_
authorities with D view to i4~DtlfyiD9 po.sibilitl.a for co-operation In the fle1d8

•of energy, .illing and fi.beries. At the aultilatera1 level, Venesge1a ha. a1.0
pledged to contribute to co-operation projects for Saaibia.

With re.pect to the intemiDable and OIIiuflI'lIil conflict of IROrl;l:014, VeDeau1a
call. upon ell nat!onll not to auapeDd or ~a.e suctiOD. agalut South Afl'1ca until
the conc1u.ioD of agr....nt. that put into effect Pre.ident De X1ork·. Gfforta eud
..et leader .ol.on MaD4ela·. proposals.

I n.t .zpre.. lIlY groat ploaau:,e at the rewdficatioa of Gerauy, which will

difficult stag. of history aDd .. the beglDDiDg of 8 new stage which vil1 provide a
1aating eza-ple of the peaceful building of a new lateraatloaal order. We .hare
the jOl" of the Genun people u4 express our hope that thla evelllt vU1 ehow the
eDtire world the fruit. of reconciliation and underatandiag.

I repre.ent a cOUDtry of profound de.ccratlc cca.i~nt aa4 a loDg tra41t!~a

of peace. OUr inter~.tioDa1 activiti.a have always focu.ed on removing every
ob.tacle to ha~DY aDd co-operatioD between nations. Por that reaNon we ..lc~
and aupport initiative. submitted to the '~Deral AssaMbly to strengthen the

fUD4...ntal r••polllsibility of the United Rationa to quaraat.. the two iaa.parable
objective. of wOrld peace and laternatioDal justice, partlcularly DOW that ,vent.
we could Dever have.predicted only a fev .cntha ago bave 1.4 for the flrat t~
alDce the Socozd WOrld Mar to ateady progre•• toward. g8nu1Do global undorataa4iag.

'\
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understanding and Co-opQ~atioD. Dialogue for concerted inte~Det!oDal action in the

chairmanship of the former President of Tanzania, Julius Hyerere. issued its final
report., a valuable and ezhaustive document "ritten in th6 language of dialogue

economic sphere must be initiated.

Last August. at its Caracas meeting. the South Commission. under the

prospects for more intensive programmes of disarmsment and greater co-opera~!on fo~

~ese 8udd.n change. in the structure of international relations call for a

During the last turbulent 45 years of world hillltory. nuclear peae'! has been

chance to ettain the unlv~rsal dream of an equilibrium for peace based OD

raigoR d'itre of the United Netion.. That i& why ve have always advocated a new

development. We bel1ev6 that today IOOre than ever before the United Nations has a

which has continually pushed aside other available control mechanisms. Venezuela

right to vell-belngr allowing for a genuine system of collective security, the

international economic order which ~ must keep free of any tinge of

to construct an equilibrium fo~ peace. based on justice. equal rights for all

that the reply to the threat cf intornati~nal anarchy or regional conflict does not

rejects that monstrous approach to festrainlnq bipolar confrontation. confident

achieved by means of an ambiguous balance. cynically called the balance of terror.

lie in mutual threats or military escalation. We have always believed it possible

Deopl.. to enjoy their rosourceSI we have always believed that all peoples have a

necessarily mean the disappearance of serious international conflicts. The present
crisis in the Persian Gulf is a painful case in point.

Powers and by reg~onal conflicts. There is dramatic proof today that the

careful .tudy of international ethics. which are so often infringed upon by great

EMS/16
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characteristic of these n~w ~imaa. It deserves to become a basic instrument that
can inspire constructive dialogue between North and South.

Venezuela would also like the end of bipolar confrontation to bring about the
di~apP8aranc3 of a system whereby some Powers believe they have the obligation or
the right to assume the individual role of taking control and ensur!nq the security

•of the world. Now that the East-West confrontation is over, the United Nations
should perform that £unctio~ in the name of intexnational law and the principles of
the Charter signed by all the countries represented here. In hiG hiGtoric address
to the Al!Isembll~' the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union, Mr. Eduard Shevardnadze,
spoke along those lines.

A mechenism mu~s be devised to ensure the implementation of decisions and
sanctions adoptod by the United Nations in response to aggression against any of
its Members; to facilitate the demilitarization of conflicts through

law-enforcement and support activities in region~ where the adversaries in a
conflict feel threatened, as waG recently the case in Namibia and Nicaragua; or to
support efforts at peace-making and democratization. All this would encourage
States that feel attacked or threatened to look to the United Nations for a
response within the Organization rather than bolstering their security at the
expense of their peoples, through a costly arms race. It ~ill be possible to
achieve the nOD-proliferation of new and increasingl~ destructive weapoDs only if
there is an alternative mechanism of effective deterrence.

If the United Nations cannot provide that assurance, resources will continue
to be diverted from education, health, nutrition, growth and development to
offensive and defensive arsenals in an illusory race for autonomous security and
defence.
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Venezuela agreel with those who say that the .n4 of confrontatioD betwa5n th~

super-Powers opens the way to great opportunities for peac., hut almo to gr.at

risks. The ability of the great Povers to influ.nce or s.ttl. any future problems

or conflicts is, paradoxically, negligible. For the molt part, .xisting problems

are of a global nature, affecting all nations, which are linked in gln.ral

interdependence in all areas - from the economy, trade and welfare to the

InviroDment and natural resourc•••
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Although i.t is urgently nacessary to secure the benefits brought by the on4 of
the cold war and to take additional measures to reduce to a minimum the risk of
conflicts hetween nations, there is an equally p~essing need to find safe and
reliable ways to implement the other tenets supporting the multilateral system,
such as the right to both economic and social development.

•A year ago, at this same forwn for international dialogue, I proposed that we
dedicate this leat decade of the century to the children, with the aim of
substantially reducing infant mortality, making primary schooling available
world-wlde and eradicating aaverG malnutrition. I also invited us all to sign the
Convention on the Rights of the Child as pQrt of the new international ethics. The
signing of the Convention by a majority of the States Members ~f the United
Nations, the Children's Summit held last weekend and the disappearance of East-West
tensions all combine to create a climate conducive to a global commitment to go
beyond statemeDts of good intentions and deal with the task of combatinq child
mortality, protecting nursing infants and pregnant women, effectively improving
their health and securiD9 for children a proper education and qualification for
work.

I reali~e that such a massive programme requires Bubstanti~l resources, so I
propose that Member States aqree OD a 10 per cent reduction in our military budgets
and allocate that 10 per cent to a United Nations fund for social development, to
be used in a frontal assault on the poverty that crushes and exterminates hundreds
of millions of children throughout the wo~ld.

As is ShOWD by the recent experience of Latin America, if the progress of
democracy in our countries is to become irreversible we need.D final solution to,
the problems of critical and extreme poverty. The inevitable programmes of
macro-economic adjustment, essential if we are to modernize our societies, cannot
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advance without parallel action against hunger, UDemployment and leek of
opportunity, which begin with malnutrition and lack of health care in childhood and
continue with lack of study opportunities and employment opportunities for the
YOUDg.

Latin America is now fUlly committed to democracy as a political system. But
democracy cannot be sustained on a social foundation of persistent poverty. The
repeated demands for more favourable trade conditions and better economic and
financial international relations are not mere rhetoric. The establishment of a
ne" world order is esseatial for resolving the basic conflict of inequality betwaen
human beings. An attitude springing from basic ethics must govern relations
between the most powerful countries ed the poorest. On 16 Hovember 1976, at this
same rostrum of mankind, I said:

"The building of a new international economic ordor is an imperative for
peace ••• Otherwise,"

I said then,and repeat DOW -

"the political balance of the world vill be in serioulI jeopardy."

(A/31/PV.fi7. »ara. 16)

This is a time of historical transition. How that we are 10 years away from
the twenty-first century ideological schemes conceived in the nineteenth century no
longer apply in our present reality. As a Latin American, I must express my
concern over the way in which economic variables receive more emphasis than
political and social ones. The mOdernization of our societies cannot ignore the
importance of internal balance. If social conflicts arise in developing nations,
if the gap between their inhabitants deepens, conditions vill inevitably become
ripe for international imbalances. Our peoples want to live in a democracy, but
there is no democracy without social justice.
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International co-operation cannot be contingent solely upon the formal
reorganization of government financGs in countries suffering critically from fiscal
imbalances. We musi: find an answer to thu fiscal crisis, but we must also find an
answer to the social crisis. In truth, fiscal and social crises are but two sides
of the same coin. International co~operationmust directly address the structural

•issues of the cri8is, eliminating protectionist tendencies in developed countries,
the ever more intolerable effects of foreign debt and the absurd attitude that the
necessities of macro-economic adjustments are merely a technical problem, with no
social impact or political consequences.

Latin America received with interest and satisfaction the Americas Initiative
proposed by the President of the United States, Mr. George Bush. The proposal of a
free-trade zone with the north of the American continent raises the hope that the
veil of silence and the misunderstandings that have marked relations between the
two Americas will now begin to vanish. We sincerely hope that the Americas
Initiative will initiate a definitive break with iSOlation. Aa the world rapidly
moves towards big economic blocs, the United States and Latin America cannot
continue to turn their backs on each other, as they have for decades. We shall now
need each other.

In the long run the Americas Initiative could create conditions for the
benefits of competition, now gravely lacking in our economic and trade relations,
to be felt. The structural changes to be brought about by free trade and access to
a bigger market would spur our economic growth. The elimination of diGcrimination
against countries in the southern part of the American hemisphere would create
conditions favourable to joint negotiations. Yet, at the same time, the Americas•
Initiative poses a formidable challenge to Latin American countries. We shall no
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longer be able to hide behind the rhetoric of integration. If we want to

participate in the successful development of this project, we must carry out the

tasks essential for intensifying co-operation between ourselves and Btrengthening

intra-regional trade. Ne must develop strateqic alliances between Gov3rnments,

public and private institutions and research centres of the countries involved, and

promote the establishment of networks of linked production and service enterprises,

encouraging the setting of uniform technical standards.
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It is only by raising the level of intra-Latin American int3rdependenca that
we can become compatitive at the international level. Ife Latin Al'Ilerican countries
must seriously explore the liberalisation of our reciprocal trade. We must
strengthen our co~op6ration in transport and bolster the institutions promcti~g its
integration. Only then .ill W8 avoid the delusion of beli6ving that we might
accede individually to the benefits of the Americas Initiative.

It is indeed para~ozical that, in the present post-cola-war climate of
progress in integration and the appearance of a new spirit favouring international
co-operation, we see winds of war blowing over our planet. The crisis in the
Persian Gulf concerns us all and parti~ularly countries that, like Venezuela, are
producers of oil and members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC). From the mOMent Iraq invaded Kuwait, Venezuela strove to create a
framework for negotiation. We do not believe in a military solution to the
conflict. We insist on a political way out of the crisis. Arab nations have a
decisive role to play, and as part of th~ Western Hemisphere and as partners in
OPEC we should encourage that. We have tried to use the mUltiple levels on which
we act to generate agreements that would reduce the effects of the conflict on the
world's oil markets.

In this respect I should like to emphasise the responsibl~ and stabilizing
course taken by OPEC, an organisation in its thirtieth year of existence. The
great nations of the industrialized North - the main oil importera - must
acknowledge that if OP~C had not deci~ed temporarily to cover the market deficit,
the escalation in oil prices and the consequent destabili=atioD of the world's
economy would have been much worae.

Neither OPEC nor the industrialized world can allow abrupt price increases,
nor can we tolerate - once the Gulf crisis is resolved - equally abrupt drops in
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the price of crude. Such e.c.ssive fluctuatlone are ha~ful to us all, consumers

ad producers aUk., and only favour speCUlators who do not care much about the

vell-beiJlC1 of nations O~ tbe world economy.

We sllr8 in this responsibility as producers of a largl portion of today's

market and, above all, ac possessors of the greatest crude reserves. Exploitation

of the.e reeerves is what will guarantee the world' a future needs in en\!rgy.

However, it will require prices that secure regular revenuea for the producers and

sufficient reBources to finance the investments nece.sary to ensure present levels

of production and repltnicbment of reserves. For many dtcndes to come oil will

continue to bft a fundamental ingredient of development, and neither producers nor

consumers can pe~it a state of dissrray in the oil martst.

I hereby propose an oil conference of producers and consumers, under the

auspice. of the United Hations, to be convened urgently in order to address, once

and for all, the political ~eality of 011. The first stap of such aD encounter

should be a meeting of the OPBC countries and the Intsrnational Bnergy Agency.

I should like on this occasion to reiterate our COncern regardi~g the impact

of excessively high oil prices OD the development plaDa of third world countries

that are totally dependent on oil import8. For the last 10 years Mexico and

Venelutla have tried to r.duce this impact OD the economi~s of Central America and

the Caribbean through the San Jose AcJreemtnt. Hovever, this kind of solidarity

cannot b\! undertaken unilaterally and must be part of global solutions whereby

industrializea nations .eriously assume their responsibilities regarding

international co-operation.
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The induBtrlalized countries must share the responsibily for economic growth
and political stability in that vulnerable region of the hemiaphero so as to
pr~vent new explosions of violence or uallmited continuation of existing onem. We
oil-producing countries are aware of the need to help the oil-importing countdes
of the third ~r14 with compensation measures such as the OPEC Fund or the S&D Jose
Agreement. Ne shall continue to do so. But we think that the commitments of the
countries that can afford more should be extended.

Just as OPEC assumed its share of responsibility in raising production to
offset the temporary scarcity of crude on the international markets, and inasmuch
as the great Powers seek to have others share tile coat of a military presence in
the Persian Gulf, countries with fewer rosources need support in overcoming the
situation of scarCG supply and high oil price~.·

In this respect, allow me to esprees my satiSfaction at the proposal made by
the President of France, Mr. Francois Mitterrand, to begin

"discussion of a comprehensive plan for assbtance to the d'.aveloplng world, a
plan that would be fed by new resourcas and that would lay the ground for an
In-depth consideration of the subject by all the participants in what could
well become a tragedy to end all tragedies if we do not make up our mindts to
chang& our ways, to step up our pace DIld to rethink our goals."

(A/4S/ry••• p. 41)

Thus, we urge the more powerfUl nations to co-operate in meeting the energy
demand of the poorer countries in a manner that may be stable and permanent, rather
than accidental or fortuitous. Venezuela, together with our partners in OPEC and
other oil-exporting countries not members of OPEC, such 88 Mexico, is willing to
proceed with co-operation programmes luch aa the San Jose Agreement, but we also
look forward to hearing proposals from large industrialized nation8 in support of
the stabilization we advocate.
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What this Assembly may decide will set the guiding principles for the role the

international community wants the United Nations to play at this critical time of

transition. We now begin to realize, at long last, that many of its paat

limitations were due to the bipolar conflict. Now that the conflict is over and

the ensuing reforms are OD course, we aspire to return to the ~riginal postulates

of the Organization, by revising the Charter if necessary, to make the Organization

fUlly and democratically capable of intervening preventively in the many problems

of the world and of addressing those already looming at a distance, of which I

would make particular mentioD of those related to peace and ecoDomic ~d social

development, where so much joint effort is still needed.

All the nations of the world, and particularly the militarily and economically

powerful ones, must understand that it is only through a body of international

ethics, based on genuine respect for international law as embodied in the Charter

and in Treaties and Conventions signod by all States under the sponsorship of the

United Nations, that justice, peace and world stability can be upheld.
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There have been fre~uent violations of thes' principles, treaties and
conventions in the past. Yet it is precisely now, at this new stage that holds out
such promise for mankind, th"t the world has unanimously rejected the violation of
Kuwait's sovereignty by Iraq Thill mUllt become the beginning of a new, genuine
international ethic in which any kind of unilateral intervention is outlawed and
international order ia re-established by the submission to th' United Nations and
other international bodies of any ezlsting or looming conflicts. The occupied
Palestinian territories and Cambodia, to give just two ezamples of conflicts of
major significance to the world, must be acted upon by the United Nations, after
the sovereignty of Kuwait has been restored.

I cannot conclude without referring to the co-operation we expect from the
United Nations, including the General Assembly, in regard to conflicts of concern
to the countries of Latin America. I refer here to peace in 11 Salvador and to the
electoral process in Baiti.

The efforts ezerted by the Secretary-Gene~alwith the FMLH and the Salvadorian
Govermnent are of tremsndoulI importance and worthy of praise. We hope that the
Assembly will give ita full support to the Secretary-General', initiatives and urge
both the !MLR and the Government of El Salvador to eliminate ez!stiDg obstacles to
an agreement that will reatoro peace and well-being to a people devastated by more
than a decade of fratricidal yar.

The Haitian peop,la vant democracy and pilBce. They need the solidarity of the
world in their effort~ to emerge from their distressing state of eXhaustion after
lODg years of cruel dictatorehip. I should llk' to re~uest the General Assembly at
this forty-fifth .ession to adopt the draft resolutiQn submitted by Latin American
and Caribbean countries, in reqard to the support requested of the United Nations
by the Government of Baiti for the holding of an election nezt December.
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I should like to conclude by expressing Vene~uela's support for and full

confidence in the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perel de Cuellar. His leadership,

prudent yet steadfast, has brought about many of the chaages we have witnessed in

recent years. To him and all the staff working with him, wo extend our gratitude.

We express tha hope that they will continue their outstanding work in the interest

of the international community, at thi~ new, promising stage of the Organization's

life.

thft PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I "ish to thank the

President of the Republic of Venazuela for the statement he has just made.

Mr. Carlo' ~q4res Pere" President of YeDlzuela, vas e@cort,d from the Geperal

Assembly Ball.

AGENDA ITEM 9 (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE

Mr. MUSHQBEK!!A KALIMBA WA KATANA (Zaire) (interpretation from French):

Mr. President, the forty-fifth session of the United Nations General Assembly has

begun in political and economic circumstances which are particularly alarming for

the international community as a whole. Peaceful solutions to all the questions to

be considered during your presidency are hoped for. On behalf of the people of

Zaire and its President, Marshal Mobutu Sese Seko, I therefore congratulate you on

your unanimous election to this important post in our Organization. Your

outstanding intellectual and moral ~ualities, coupled with your 10l1g experience as

a statesman in Malta, are ~ absolute guarantee of the success of the work of the

current 'essioD of the General Assembly~ I assure you that my delegation is fully

prepared to make a positive contribution throughout your term of office.

I should like, furthermore, to acknowle~ge the praiseworthy work done by your

predecessor, Mr. Joseph Garba of the Republic of Nigeria. I feel it my duty to pay
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I wara t~ibute to ht. for the progre.. he helped our Organisation to Dake In its
constant quest for peace throughout the world and for the dyalDism he displayed
throughout hi. t.~ of offlce.*

My aelegation wi.hes to pay a well-dsaerve4 tribute to the Secretary-Genaral
of our Organisation, Mr. Javier Pere. de Cuellar, for hi. tireleSB efforts OD

behalf of international poace and .ecurity, .ffo~t. that are leading to the

peaceful ••ttlement of conflicts throughout the world, and to espre.s its great
appreciation to him for the out8tandiag DaDDer in which ha has discharged hi.
difficult functions as the artisan and corner-atone of our Organisation.

Raving eDhence4 its prestige and .een ita ideala triuaph, our OrgaDiaatioa
should be proud to count among ita Membera today the new lepublic of 58J11bl1 and
the Principality of Liechten.tein. Zaire welce... the pre.eDco of the delegations
of the.. two frat.rnal countri.. in our Didst at the current S•••iOD and assure.
them of our co-operation" both in the United RatioD. and between our respective
cOWltrlell •

At a t1lle when a De. "in4 18 blowing throughout the world, briDging hope for
democratic renewal in Bestern Europe aa vell 8. in Africa and Latin America and
fostering the emergence of a climate of confidence in Bast-We.t and Borth-South
relations, the international community is once again factid with I renswal of
tension in the Persian Gulf aDd in the Middle Baat which challenges the values" the

principles aDd the ruleaof international law calling for the peaceful settlement
of disputos.

• Mr. Thompson (Fi'i), Vice-President" took the Cheir.
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At the same time, we must deal with the question of Palestine, which is the .

In the Middle East, I~aq's invasion and illegal occupation of Kuwait are the

The entire international community, whose representatives are assembled at

to join all peace- and justice-loving membors of the Security Council in the search

the crisis and, if possible, to find a peaceful solution. My country will continue

this forty-fifth ses8ion of the General Assembly, has been called upon to deal with

this Organization•

the independence of w~ic~ they ha~e bee~ robbed and its sovereignty as a Member of

AB/jf

for a peaceful settlement to the conflict, so that the Kuwaiti people may regain

those resolutions define the conditions fo~ the establishment of a just and lastinq

part of the world had reached its paak, and nQ one expected tensiQn to break out in

innocent - women, children and people who, motivated by a spirit of friendship and

the entire world when, on 25 May last, the Security Council was convened in Geneva

resQlutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973) are implemented in an effective manner, as

an area so close to a ~egion already troubled by the absence of peace and &ecurity

last straw amd juatify the presence of naval and air forces from othe~ military

development of that desert region.

Strip - events that fanned the flame of the intifidah - aroused the conscience of

crux of the Middle East conflict. We must see to it that Se~"~lty Council

innocent civilians in the occupied Arab territories ef the West Bank and the Gaza

Powers in dle region. Bat this presence exposes the enti~e region to the risk of

co-op~ration, came from all parts of the world to make their contribution to the

an armed contlaqration, probably to a war, whose victims, once again, would be the

. ,..
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peace in the Middle East - namely, the inadmissibility of the acquisition of
territory by force or by war; the withdrawal of tsraeli armed forces from Arab
territories occupied since 1967; the termination of all belligerency; respect for,
and recognition of, the sovereignty, territorial integrity and political
independence of every State in the area, and its right to live in peace within
secure and recognized borders free from threats or acts of force; and the necessity
for achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem and for guaranteeing the
territorial inviolability and political independence of every State in the area.

The Security Council, in resolution 338 (1973), decided that negotiations
between the ~arti~s to the fighting in the Middle East should begin immediately,
but these people continue to oppose any spirit of dialogue and negotiation. Thus,
it is incumbent on the international community to bring about between the
p~otagonists a disposition for peace and discussion, all the while overcoming
psychological, historical, legal and other obstacles.

Certainly my delegation is convinced that peace requires, first and foremost,
justice and equality for the Arab people of Palestine, who, like the people of
Israel, have a right to a homelaDd and a State. This has long been understood by
the United Nationo General Assembly, which, on 29 No·"ember 1947, laid down the
principles for a Jewish State and for a Palestinian Arab State by adopting
resolution 181 (IX), which contained the Plan of Partition of Palestine. Zaire
places its hope in the United Nationa, which, within the scope of its historic
responsibilities, gave a State to the Jews of the Diaspora and decided ~n the
creation of a Palestinian Ar,ab State, which it must now succeed in setting up.
Similarly, the international ~~atus of Jerusalem must be safequarded in accordance
with the relevant resolution~ of the General Assembly.
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As for Lebanon, my delegation believes that the General Assembly should
constantly follow developments in that country and, in this regard, adopt a firm
position - one that would preserve the territorial integrity, unity and sovereignty
of the country, so that an end might be put t~ all external interference and
foreign military presence in that State which is a Member of the United Nations.

Zaire will work to promote co-operation with Arab countries in the context of
South-South relations.

Asia, which continues to see tension in Afghanistan, in Cambodia and in the
relations betwsen the two Koreas, in spite of the withdrawal of Soviet forces from
Afghanistan and the "uounced, but not yet verified, withdrawal of Vietnamese
forces from C&~odia, seems to be bogged down in talks, which have not yet led to
substantial progress. Indeed, in Afghanistan the conditions of peace that should
encourage the return of Afghan refugees, primarily from Pakistan, have not yet been
brought about.

In Cambodia, the political factions, which met at the initiative of the
countries of the Association of South-East Asian Nations, as well as in Paris with
the co-operation of the permanent members of the Security Council, have not yet
managed to achieve satisfactory progress towards the establishment of a democratic
State, unified and within the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries.

We welcome also the unification of the two Yemens and, 8S of 3 October 1990,
of the two Germanys. This new era of unification should extend to the two Eoreas,
whose absence from the United Nations has been a handicap. It has been observed
that the United Nations framework enabled both the two Germanys and the two Yemens
to embark on fruitful contacts, which were the basis for the negotiations leading
to the accords that we all welcome. Therefore my delegation is of the view that

---------------------
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admission of the two Xoreas to the United Nations, in whatever way they choose,
would be likely to accelerate the process of negotiations towards unification.

This year 1990 - has been a historic one for Africa. Important events have
marked the political life of the continent after 30 years of independence for most
of its countries. The freeing of Nelson Mandela, after 27 years of illegal
detention in South African prisons, the independence of Namibia, obtained at the
cost of great loss of human life, the victorious struggle waged by the South West
Africa People's Organization, which the international community supported in every
possible way, and, finally, the democratization process that gave pride of place to
a multi-party system in many countries, including my own, illustrate that 1990 has
been a political turning-point for Africa as a whole.

There is no doubt that an unprecedented economic recession, compounded by the
weight of external indebtedness, has characterized the African economy, in spite of
the praiseworthy efforts made by a substantial number of African Governments in the
framework of structural adjustment and of agreements with the International
Monetary Fund.

The progress that has been achieved in the political sphere has, however, met
the hopes of the African peoples. Indeed, the political changes currently under
way in Africa, with a view to the increased democratization of its institutions,
are justified, on one hand, by a wave of· democratic renewal, which has swept over
the countries of Eastern Europe, and, on the other hand, by the dete~ination of
African peoples to enter into a new period of democracy in which the participation
of all Africans in the management of public affairs will be increased.
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In Zaire, specific action has been taken, after broad consultations of the

population, conducted by the Bead of State, to advance towards democratic reforms,

which should lead towards the Third Republic. It was solely the political will of

the Zairian people that underlay the adoption of a multi-party system; no foreign

State brought any pressure whatsoever to bear. This new path chosen by the Zairian

people can in no wise be interpreted as being the result of any concession made in

order to obtain additional official development aid; the decision was taken by the

Zairian people itself.

It should be stated in this regard that no linkage should be attempted betweon

aid and democracy in Africa, for that might draw the economic, trading and

co-operation relations between Africa and its foroigu partners into a new style of

international relations, one based on diktat.

At this point I should like to appeal to the international comrnunity: all

peace-loving and JUBtice-loving States should show their solidarity and increase

their co-operation with African States, so that Africa will not be marginalized, to

the advantage of other regions of the world, at a time when all African States want

to make fundamental changes in the political and economic orders in their countries.

In ~outhern Africa, the granting of independence to Namibia on 21 March, which

expanded the frontiers of freedom in Africa, was cause for justifiable pride for

the whole continent. The South West Africa People·s Organization (SWAPO) won the

elections in Namibia by democratic means and raised to the highest position in the

land a valiant 80n of Africa, the uncontested leader of SWAPO, now the first

President of the Republic of Namibia, Mr. Sam Nujoma. On behalf of the Zairien

Government and people, I should like to pay a resounding tribute to him and to our

brothers, the people of Namibia, for having overcome the illeg51 occupation of

Namibia and freed their country from the colonial yoke.
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Bordering this new independent State, there are new political developments
under way since the accession to power of President De Klerk and the freeing on
11 February of Nelson Mandala, a worthy and distinguished son of Africa who
embodies in his own person the struggle against racial discrimination, racism and
apartheid. The steps taken so far by President De Klerk are, in our view, a
prelude to the radical changes which must be made towards the total dismantling of
apartheid in South Africa. Zaire wishes to reaffirm its solidarity with the
oppressed people of South Africa and give assurance of its total support in this
crucial phase of the struggle.

Zaire stands beside that indomitable fighter for the freedom and equality of
peoples, Nelson Mandela, and pays him a well-deserved tribute for his courage,
far-sightedness and UDselfishnessq which will leave BD indelible mark on the
history of his country.

Zaire will support any action the General Assembly may plan with a view to
speeding up the effective implementation of the D~claration adopted by the General
Assembly at its sixteenth special session, devoted to apartheid. My country
believes in dialogue, and particularly in the one which has just been launched by
President De !Clerk ~d the Vice-President of the African National Congress of South
Africa (ANC), Nelson Mandela, between the two communities in South Africa, white
and black, a dialogue which should lead to the total eradication of AeArtheid and
the advent of a democratic and Don-racial society in South Africa.

The recent confrontations which have pitted blacks against each other should
end, and in their place there should be coherent, co-ordinated and

well-orchestrated action by the black leaders round the flag of an undisputed
leader able to represent the black community as a whole in the negotiations which
have now begun.
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In northern Africa, more specifically in Western Sahara, the Secretary-General

is continuing his efforts, which we firmly support, for the ho1dinq of a referendUl'Q

there. My delegation wishes the Secretary-General complete success in achieving

that objective.

If there is one area whIch is closely bound up with the economic &nd social

development of third-world countries, it is disarmament. General and complete

disarmament, as it is construed in the Declaration of the tenth special session of

the General Assembly, devoted to disarmament, no longer seems merely an ideal to be

pursued by Member States thanks to the relaxation in international relations

between East anel ifeac that began in Washington on 7 December 1987, when the United

States of America and the Soviet Union signed the Treaty on the Elimination of

Intermediate-Rango and Shorter-Range Missiles, which was ratified in June 1988.

In the area of multilateral negotiations, tangible results have been achieved

in the area of chemical weapons, and we understand that the draft convention

prohibiting the production, stockpiling and use of chemical weapons i. to be

finalised by the Conference on Disa~ament at Geneva in the near future.

We all know that the eighteenth special seasioD of the General Assembly, held

in Nev York between 16 and 20 April of this year, devoted to international economic

co-operation and, in particular, to revitalising growth and development in the

developing countries, challengod the international community when it declared thata

"In an 1ncreaBiDgly int.rdependent world, the developing countries should play

an important role in the growth and expansion of the world ecoDomy for the

progress anC! prosperity of all peoples." (&/8-18/1:1, p. 5. parOL .3.)
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It also asked Member States to be prepared, in a ne. spirit of solidarity, to
demonstrate a new will to act at the internatlon&l level in aD integrated maDDer in
order to improve the international economic environment and to speed the expansion
of the world economy and the economic growth of the developing cOUDtrie~.

In the face of the internal and external factors which hinder development in
under-equipped countries, my delegation believes that the establishment by the
international community of a consistent investment policy in the developing
countries could increase their productive capacity and help them, through increased
exports, to obtain more substantial currency resources for financing their own
development and for paying off their external dabtm,

In tibia way, the climate of confidence created by the demccrati.aUon process
which has begun in.most third-world countries could turn out to be a factor of
fundamental importance in promoting North-South relations end could encourage the
release of new technologies to benefit thoso countries, in the form of partnerships
or joint ventures.

In dealing with the debt issue, it ahould be pointed out that the management
of public and private indebtedness haa been made mars difficult by the extreme
instability of interest. and exchange rates. In the face of that instability, tho
financial markets have developed a number of techniques, first called the Baker
Plan and later the Brady Plan, to enable debto~s to defer payments, reduce coats
and dec~eas. the likelihood of unpleasant aurpri••s caused by changes in interest
and exchange rates.

E&J
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The Baker Plan, which vas basad on the hypothesis of more rapid economic

growth to enable debtor countries to solve their indebtedness problems, did not

bear fruit for the simple reason that it vas based on the low export earnings of

the debtor countries in international markets caused especially by protectionist

measures and the reduction in direct investment flows, not to speak of stagnation

and external assistance, which led to a slowing down of economic growth rates and

even to negative growth rates in many cases.

Our appeal for investment is thus largely justified by this analysis: by the

end of 1989, the total indebtedness of all the developing countries had reached

$1.290 billion, of which $264 billion was African.

With a view to finding some grounds for understanding in dealing with the

environment and development, we should mention a graver threat to our planet, the

risk of the emission of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere causing a greenhouse

effect. An increase in the planet's average temperature will lead to a change in

ra1nfall levels and a deterioration in crop conditions in the major temperate and

grain-producing areas.

In this respect, my country joined in the Hague Declaration on the der'9tion

of the ozune layer and on etmospheric pollution and climate change. It supports

the developmGnt of a framework convention in order to preserve our planet and the

future of mankind.

Zaire, which has 47 per cent of Africa's tropical forests within its

territory, is helping to protect the natural environment by increasing to

15 per cent of its territory the protected reserves where rare species such as the

otapi, the white rhinoceros and the gorilla live in full freedom.

As one of the countries that initiated the World Charter for Nature, Zaire has

set up a national committee to follow up on the preparatory work of the United
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Natio~s Conference on Environment and Development to be held in Brazil in 1992.

Furthermore, Zaire supports the proposal to strengthen the role of the United

Nations Environment Programme. The Programme's impact can only be more visible

with the creation of subrsgional representation and with participation at the

grassroots level in the world effort to protect the environment.

Last weekend the World Summit for Children gave special attention to the needs

and protection of children and the consideration that should be given to every

child in the world. My delegation fully agrees with the principle that every child

has the right to ~njoy all the rights recognized and guaranteed by the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights without any distinction as to race, ethnic group,

colour, sex, language, religion, political views or other opinions, and without any

such distinction with regard to a child's parents or legal guardian. That is why

my country duly appreciates the World Summit of Heads of State and Government just

held at the Headquarters of the Organization with a view to expressing most

solemnly the F,upport of all nations for respect for children's rights. It should

be pointed out that the Convention on the Rights of the Child was signed by my

country, which has already ratified it.

In conclusion, I reaffi~ on behalf of my delegation, and on my own behalf,

the dedication of my country, Zaire, to the principle of the sovereign equality of

Member States as laid down in the United Nations Charter. There is no need here

perhaps to recall once aqain that pursuant to the Charter of our Organization

Member States have proclaimed their faith in fundamental human rights, in the

dignity and worth of the human person and in equal rights for men and women, and

have declared themselves resolved to foster soc~al progress and to establish better

living conditions in greater freedom.
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~alre intends to continue its active participation in the activities of the
United Nations, whose role would seem to be decisive in th~ area of international
peace and security. As a member of the Security Council and of the Movement of
Non-Aligned Countries, Zaire will spare no effort to bring about the triumph of
right, juatice, equity and equality, all of which underpin any activity of our
Organization to safeguard peace throughout the world.

The enco,lraging results of the efforts of all mankinc2 shov that, given the
concern and determiaation of all, international peace and security can be
maintained. A positive overview, however minimal, makes us optimistic for the
future. May this forty-fifth session help to increase such optimism.

Mr. SANI BAlO (Niger) (interpretation from Prench)1 Por my delegation
and for myself it is a pleas~re to see Mr. Guido de Marco of Malta presiding over
the work of this forty-fifth session of the General Assembly. We congratulate him
moat warmly. We want bim to be assured that in the performance of his duties ha
will enjoy the full co-operation of the deleqation of Niger. We are confident that
under his distinguished guidance our work viII be successful to a degree
commensurate with the high hopes of our peoples individually and collectively.

Bis predecessor, General Joseph N. Garba of Nigeria, acquitted himself of his
duties in a praiseworthy mannQr during e particularly busy year in which the
General Assembly met three times in special session. Ne sincerely congratulate him
on his brilliant accomplishments.

To the Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, I wish once again to
extend the cordial greetings of General Ali Saibou, Presidont of the Republic of
Niger, and his unreserved support for his action in the service of world peace and
international co-operation.
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Some days ago, at the opening of this session, the Assembly welcomed into its
midst the Principality of Liechtenltei~ as the 160th Member of the United Nations.
We welcome its admission because we are already certain Liechtenstein will make a
valuable contributioD to the common endeavou~c of our nations in the service of
peace and of progress.

Last year from this rostrum many distinguiahed persons from around the world
quite ri9htly welcomed the emergence of a Dew era of dialogue and international
understanding born of the improving Climate between the super-Povsrs. The
atmosphere of detente and co-operation haD heon maintained and indeed strengthened,
as could be seen - until a few weeke ago - frem the growing calm and progress
towards the settlement of several regional conflicts, the persistence and worsening
of which had for 10D9 years marked international relations at tbie end of the
twentieth century.
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It seemed that a new vision of the world and international relations, based on

confidence.. mutual respect and faith in the future, was replacing the atmosphere of

confrontation and mistrust of the post-war period. But recent events in the Gulf

have cruelly reminded us that peace is, after all, precarious and fragile, because

it can be won by man's wise conduct of affairs or lost by mad behaviour.

Iraq's invasion on 2 Auqust last and then annezation of the free and Bovereign

Islamic and non-aligned State of Kuwait, is in every respect inadmissible behaviour

that violates the most basic provisions of the Charters of the United Nations, the

Orqanization of the Islamic Conference and the Leaque of Arab States, of which both

countries are members.

Such actioDs run counter to all the rules of international law,

good-neiqhbourlinsss and non-resort to the use or threat of force in relations

between States, and respect for the national sovereignty and territorial inteqrity

and have brouqht about a situation that today poses the qrave threat of a conflict

of incalculable consequences.

Such behaviour is inadmissible. It was only natural that it should have qiven

rise to our indignation, our condemnation and our unequivocal demand for the

immediate and unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi a~ed forces from Kuwaiti territory

and the rightful return of the Government of Sheikh Jaber Al-Amad ,Al~Sabah. That

had to be sald with clarity and firmness by the Security Council, as it did not

fail to do with promptness and d3termination, but above all ~lth the unprecedented

unanimity of its memDers.

For Nlqer .. it ls not a matter of takinq sides with one country against

another, or A-{Qrticr1 takinq sides with ~n. camp aqainst another, or one

hemisphere aqainst another. It is a matter of simply but firmly recoguizin9 that

in this unfortunate affair there ha. been a violation of law and ~e sacred

principlos of international morality and the conduct of Stat.. have been flouted.
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We must unequivocably reaffi~ the primacy of law in international relations and
the obligation of all States, la~ge and small, powerful and weak, scrupulously to
obsQrve it in all circumstances, come wbat may.

Indeed, what would become of our world if ODe State, by virtue of it~ strength
and power, could do away with anothe~ with impunitYI if a State, by virtue of its
strength and power, could, from one day to the next, decide the fate of another and
bring to an end its very ,existence as an independent and sovereign State?

The international community's unanimous condemnation of Iraq's invasion and
annexation of Kuwait is encouraging and healthy, for it provides clear evidence
that the nations of the world still hold to the sacred values of universal
civilization and that the foundations of the international legal order are still
ver". sound.

The demand for Iraq's total, immediate awd unconditional withdrawal from
Xuwait, for the restoration of Kuwait's national sovereignty and ter~it~'"~ \
integrity, for the immediate release of all foreigners held against their will in
Iraq and Kuwait and for Iraq's ceusation of threats against and intimidation of the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and the other neighbouring States - all are, for my
Government, indispensable pre-conditions for a peaceful solution to this conflict.

That is why we once again address an urgent appeal both to Iraq and to all the
parties involved to show restraint and wisdom, to work diligently to find an
honourable political and diplot"o;itic solution, and to be courageous in their efforts
to forestall the threat of an armed confrontation whose consequences under present
circumstances would be disastrous, Dot only for the countries ef the region but for
mankind as a whole.

Indeed, all countries and regions of the world are already ezperiencing
the adverse consequences of this crisis. Oil producers~ oil ezporters, developed
countries, and developing countries especially, will pay dearly the already
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The crisis has somewhat eclipsed other issues, other conflicts, other

In April this year, on the occasion of the eighteenth special session of the

that everything must be done - and it can be done - to restore peace and unity to

Despite the dramatic turn of events in Liberia in recent weeks, Niqer believes

that country. We hope that the next extraordinary summit meeting of the Economic

in Liberia, which is ravaged by civil war. The bloody clashes between factions

and the international community~ just as the physical and moral sUfferiDgs of thG

m~te headlines world "ide, there is a true human tragedy taking place in Africa -

Community of West African Statas (ZCOWAS) will find a salutary solution to this

imprisoDme~t. These achievements of the struggle of the peoples of southern Africa

which have been inflicted for several months now upon the population of this

t~age4ies which, with equal urgency, call for the collective and responsihle

country on the verge of disintegration merit closer attention by African leaders

welcomed to its midst the newly independent Republic of Namibia~ which thus took

General Assembly, devoted to international economic co-operation, our Assembly

its place among the free nations of the world after a long national liberation

struggle and thants to the courageous and judicious action of the United N&tlon~

and its Secretary-General and of the entire international community. I hail and

Liberian people require urgent humauitarian action.

t0gethsr~ pe~cefully and reaolutely, to bring about the speedy end of the Gulf

once again con~ratulate our Ncmibian brothers and assure them of the full and

question.

unacceptable bill of a new oil shoct. Hence it is O\'lr common duty to work

complete solidarity of Nigar.

JSMlbag
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and the valiant South African people are commensurate with the sacrifices they have
made; commensurate with the determination of their commitment. Above all, they
constitute grounds for continuing and intensifying the pressure being exerted upon
t~e apartheid regime~ Of course, the South African Government, under the pressure
of the valiant fightinq fo~ces and the international community, is trying to limit
the damage by putting into place superficial ~eforms and changes that do not
fundamentally unde~ine the leartheid system. But it is not reform of apartheid,
or a softened APartheid with a human face that the black majority of South Africa
needs. APartheid - it can never be said too often - must disappear; it must be
quite simply abolished.

The measures adopted by President De Klerk, positive though they may be, are
entirely inadequate. They should not lead us to relax our efforts but rather to
increase the pressure and the sanctions until the minority racist Gove~nmsnt

resolutely and irreversibly commits itself to introduciDg a democratic and
non-racial society in South Africa.

And here we wi~~ once again to affirm our solidarity with the oppressed people
of South Afri~a and its vanguard organizations, the African National Congress of
South Africa (ARC) and the Pan Africanist Congress of Azania (PAC), and with the
front-line States, whose sacrifices have been enormous and contributions
invaluable, and, indeed, with all the peoples of southern Africa.

In this regard, we welcome the significant progress made in the search for a
true peace in MozBmbique and for national reconciliation between our Angolan
brothers.

The goodwill that has been aeAD recently between the protagonists in these
conflicts should be consolidated in order to acceler&te and make irreversible the
movement towards peace, a peace that these peoples so Borely Deed in order to

£
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devote themselves to the much more pressing and demanding tasks of national

reconstruction and oconomic and social development.

With regard to intra-African conflicts, the same situations as last year still

prevail and persist.

-
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In Western Sahara, we welcome the patient efforts of the Secreta~-General,

whose settlement plan received the blessing of the Security Council, when it
adopted the plall 0111 27 June this year. We resolutely support that plan, whoso
principal aim is to 9Dable the Organization to hold a referendum on

self-determination and to establish lasting peace and stability in the reqion. The
secretary-General's efforts, in close correlation with those of the current
Chairman cf the Organization of African Unity (OAU), should be strengthened and
maintained now more than ever before.

Tbe process between Chad and Libya launched on 31 August 1989 in Algiers 8seme
t~ be continuing and becoming stronger, as the results of the recent meeting in
Casablanca prove. Biger welcome:: this development, which is encouraging in all
respects, and appeals to both sides to turn their bacts once and for all on
confrontation and take the read of fraternal and constructive dialogue - the only
way to bring understanding and peace to that subregion.

We are deeply concerned at the painful conflict that for a year now has pitted
two brother countries, Senegal and Mauritania, against each other. Riger, a member
of the Inter-Ministerial Mediation Commission of the OAD, maintains excellent
relations of friendship and brotherhood with both countries on the ,ilateral level
and through our ties in various subregional co-operation institutions, and Is
following developments very closely. We are convinced that Senegal and Mauritania
can reach aD understanding and overcome this unfortunate dispute between them so
that they can once again live together in the brotherhood, solidarity and
good-neighbourliness that always characterised their relations in the past. That
is why we again address an earnest appeal to both parties to maintain their
attitude of seeking peace and to mhow that they are open to dialogue. The
Organisation of African Unity, through the activities of the Inter-Ministerial
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Mediation Commission, invites them to do so and expresses its fervent hope for

rapid normaliaation and a final settlement of the conflict.

We rejoice that it is now almost two years since peace was restored between

Iraq and Iran aft~r eight years of fratricidal var, and that Security Council

resolution 598 (1987) provided the fram6work, the basis and the driving force of

the cease-fire and the settlement of that conflict. We hope that this desire for

peace will prevail elsewhere as well.

May it also prevail with regard to the tragedies of all kind~ that the heroic

people of Palestine continues to endure. For nearly three years now the

Palestinian people has pursued its sacred intifadah - launched exactly 1,000 days

ago - while Israel, with impunity, goes about modifyinq the sociological and

demographic structure of the occupied Arab territories by settling massive numbers

of Jews displaced from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, and in this ~~ i~

following the classic pattern of colonial settlement. The internationr.2. nO~'i!1Wlity

should ezert unrelenting pressure upon Israel to withdraw from all the occupied

Arab territories, to free Al-Qude Al-Sharif and to recognize the inalienable right

of the Palestinian people to a homeland.

Niger continues to urge the convening without delay or useless manoeuvrinq of

an international peace conference under the auspices of the United Nations with the

participation of all the parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict, inclUding the

Palestine Liberation Organization, the sole and legitimate representative of the

Palestinian people. The conference would endeavour to settle once and for all, on

the basis of Security Council resolutions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973), all aspects of

this long and painfUl conflict.

There ie now a ql1mmer of hope in Lebanon. Some progresf' seems to be tllking

place in bringing' that country security, stability, unity and territorial
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integrity. Niger hails the courage and dete~iDation that have made possible the
achievement of the Taif agresments and the continued work of the Tripartite Arab
Commission, which must overcome the difficulties and obstacles that face it ~d
succeed in its mission of restoring the peace, tranquillity ana reconciliation so
sorely needed by all the peeple of Lebanon.

Last year at this rostrum we welcomed the conclusion of the Geneva Agreement
that made possible the withdrawal of Soviet troops from Afghanistan which has now
taken place. But we note that clashes between Afghan brothers continue, leaving
countless victims and inflicting indescribable SUffering upon that ~aliant people.
~at is Why we are following with great attention the tireless effortm of the
Secretary-General, through his Special Representative, to achieve a final solution
to the Afghan conflict.

'Similarly, we are observing with all the interest that befits our deep
friendship for Cambodia the developments taking place there. The international
community welcomed the decision to withdraw Vietnamese troops from that country.
Even if tt~ international Conference held in Paris from 30 July to 30 August 1989
did not fulfil all the hopes placed in it, it at least enabled the protagonists in
the Kampuchean case to meet, to speak to each other and to set a new direction.
The framework agreement on the Cambodian question concluded on 28 August 1990

between the five permament members of the Security Council is a decisive
turning-point. It entrasts important responsibilities to the United Nations and
its Secretary-General and generates a Dew dynamic, which we must hope will lead to
a compreho~8ive political agre.~.Dt tDat will ~ri~g true and lasting peace.

We are closely following the developmgDt of the situation OD the Korean
peninsula. Tbe aspirations of the Korean nation to peaceful reunification are
stronqer today than ever before OD both sides of the Panmunjom demilita~i~8d sone.
Ke are pleased to Dote that fer the first time in the turbulent history of
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inter-Korean relations, direct talks between the two parties at a high political

level recently took place and are to continue. At a t~ vhen centripetal forces

are dominating inter-State relations and when the dynaaic toward unification iD

gaining ground against old divisions - as illustrated by the reunlficatlon of the

two Yemens that has already taken place and the reunification of the two Ger,aanys

that is about to take place - it is encouraging to note the .fforts exerted by the

authorities of lorth and South Korea. The.e efforts de••rve the bles8iug and

support of the international community.

In Cyprus, we Dote that talks between the Gr.et aDd Turkish communities on the

island have entered a nev phase, in particular with proposals for the creatioD of a

f.deration compos.d of two regions, on. administered by the Turtiah Cypriot

cOI'llrlUDity and the other by the Greek Cypriot COIIIiIWlity.

This is certainly a historic tine for Central America, with a renewed

diplomatic dynamic set ln motion by the five Central AaaricaD Pr.sid.nte. The

signature and implementation of the Zsquipulas Agr....nta trUly opeDed up the vay

to the quest for a just solution to the Central American crlais. He re.a1D

confident that the genius of the peoples of that region and the courago aDd Dense

of responsibility of their leadera will onable theM to find the ..ans to reach the

true and lasting peace their peoples need. Th.y descrve our full support and they

may be assured that Bigor encourages them in their efforts.

The end of the cold var and the thaw in Bast-M.at relations have mad. possible

ever-more-freguent recourse to negotiated solutions to dispute. between States.

The new type of rolatioDs between the United States and the Soviet Union aDd the

vhole international legal order with respect to disa~"Dt - treaties, conventioDs

and agreements - are mating the a~s race increasingly obsolete. !he world is

going through a period of detente and undorsteadin9 of which vs must tate advantage
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in o1'der to bring dOWD even the lIO.t 80li4 barriera and do away with even the lIOat
tenacioua tabooa in ~nt aatter., in order to achieve aiaultanoously
conventional, nucl~ar aDd cho.ical di8a~nt.

I sai4 last year frOll thla ro.tna that the auniva:!. of lIeDtil1d 18 our conaon
re.pon81bility aDd requires that .. avoid a nuclear diaaster, which resolna a
possibility. It 1a certainly frustrating, we aald, to note the state of the world
ad the eaistonce of the stdklnq, not to aay tho revoltiDg, paradoz of the
ezponentlal growth of military budgotc and arsenAla, 011 the one heDd, and th~

poverty an4 chronic raiaery of the lIajority 1')f the people of the world, on the other.
That i. why, in Rig8f, wo attach tho great.st importaDce to the link between

di.arraaMeDt and development, and to thQ establishment of reliable end operational
..chinery to chauel disal'lUlMDt c!1videl148 towards developaHnt. 1thlle
international detente is viewed a. an urgent requirement for safeguarding,
maintainiDg and streugthenlaq world peaee, we auat note the strange parodoz that
the world ecollomic situation continues illezorably to deteriorate.
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The victims of that situation are to be found primarily in Africa, Asia, Latin
America aud the Caribbean, ~ll of them reglons confronted with the tragedies of
famin~, poverty, illiteracy, disease, natural disasters, desertification and locust
infestation. Aa survival societies, with disintegrated and dislocated economies
ravaged by continuing crises, marginalized and increasingly excluded from world
trade and international decision-mating processes, the developing countries are
increasingly reduced to muddling through from day to day.

Of course, for a time we had nourished some hope. For example, there was the
eighteenth special se.sion, devoted to international economic co-operation and
particularly to the revitalization and economic growth of developing countries,
held here last April, there was the Second United Rations Conference on the Least
Developed Countries, which took place a few days ago in Paris, there was the fourth
Lome Convention betwsen the countries of the European Community and the African,
Caribbean and Pacific countries' and there was the international development
3trategy for the fourth United NatioDs development decade, and there is also the
eighth session of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, scheduled
for 1991.

All these initiatives are justified ID themselves because the growth and
prosperity which can be seen in the economies of the North are in stark contrast
wi~ the deterioration of the ecoDomiem of the South. A marked imbalance dominates
the situation with r8gard to exchanges between those two hemispheres, of which one
grows richer.whl1e the other grows inexorably poorer.

Today, with the process of universality characteriaing the 1980s and this
latter part of the twentieth century, we can see a growing interdependence between
national e~onomies and an increase in world trade. However, d~Bpite this growing
interdepenaence, the prosperity of the developed countries has not trickled down to
the great majority of developing countries. Thus, for ezenple, it i8 thought that
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between 1970 and 1985 the gap between the incomes and standards of living of the
developed and the developing countries has continuously become greater. The
average per ccpita income in the rich countries is today approximately 50 times
that in the least developed countries.

This poor performance of the third-world economies during the 1980s, which
persists even today, is the outcome of a whole series of factors, essentially
exogenous, such as the debt crisis, the sudden declins in world commodity prices,
growing protectionism, the fall in the volume of investments and the gradual
decline in official development assistance.

Thus, especially .hare Africa is concerned, the United Nations Programme of
Action for African Economic Recovery and Development is drawing to its conclusion
without completely attaining its legitimate goals for the African populations. Yet
that plan is the type of aqroe~4t concluded in goed faith between partnsrs
accepting mutual commitments in good faith. Today we must observe that in the
final analysis the commitments undertaken therein have Dot been realized to a
reasonable extent. The mid-term review in 1988 has already noted this. The final
review will, we hope, bring to light all the lessons that we should learn from what
has occurred.

This Assembly is about to adopt a Dew international strategy that will quide
the fourth United Nations development decade. We have taken stock of the Third
Decade, and it must be said that it va~ a lost decade for the development of the
third world, which bases its hopes on the Dew strategy. Therefore we hope that the
fourth decade will bring innovative answers to the earnest questions of the poor,
in the spirit of solidarity and joint responsibility that should characterize
contempo~ary international relations.
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We must recall, in this regard, that during its eighteenth special sessiQn,

held last April, the General Assembly cQnducted a very painstaking analysis Qf the

world economic situation. The possibilities for the improvement of the situation

of the developing countries contained in the Declaration that was adopted indicate

what is at stake at the end of the twentieth century and the challenges that the

international community must face. The declaration is also an e~ression of faith

and a tangiblo expression of the predominant role that the United Nations intends

to play as the preferred framework for multilateral co-operation and also as a

profound force for international solidarity.

The Government of Niger sincerely hopes that this Declaration, unanimously

adopted, .ill mark the real resumption of the North-South dialQgue, the joint

expression of a determlnat~Qn to reverse these trends. If we devote ourselves tQ

this task, we can save mankind from the major dangers it faces today because of the

terrible frustrations encountered by the majority.

While ~uestlonB of peace, security and economic development remain at the

forefront of our concerns, they must today vie with Qther priQrities. I refer to

social and environmental issues.

Questions relating to children, drugs and AIDS now have high priority on

international agendas. Here in this Assembly last year we adopted the important

Convention OD the Rights of the Child, which scores of countries, inclUding my Qwn,

have already signed and ratified, thus expressing the great importance they attach

to this essential component of our societies.

Yesterday, OD the initiative of the United Nations Children's Fund, a historic

event took place the World Summit for Children. This is the first time in the

history of mankind that so many world leaders frQm every continent have met

together to engage in a true profession of faith concerninq the protection,

development and survival of children.
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Biger associates itself with those nations that have expressed the hope that
the Declaration issued at this hiatoric Summit will be rapidly given effect and
constitute a point of departure for world-wide concerted action for children.

As regards the var OD drugs and the illicit traffic in narcotics, we consider
this a matter of high priority. This phenomenon threatens States, entire regions
of the world and even civilization itself. We ezpress our solidarity with
countries such as Colombia and others that have engaged in a struggle against the
drug Mafia. However, concerted world-wide action is necessary to bring this
calamity to an end.

The spread of AIDS, which is increasing day by day throughout the world, is of
concern to all Governments. No country is safe from AIDS. No country can combat
it on its own. It is international action of broad scope that ie needed.
Substantial resources, especially financial, mua~ be mobilized to sustain that
action in order to bring the best chances of success. The United Nations and the
~orld Health Organization primarily but also nOD-qoveramental organizations and
competent national institutions should be the driving force in this crusade against
AIDS.

I now turn to development. Increasingly, nations are unanimously realizing
the full value of a healthy environment and the great risks to our planet of the
generalized and increasing deterioration of the environment. The struggle to
protect the environment has today become a cardinal imperative.

Biger, because of its geographical situation at th& heart of the Sahel, Is
deeply concerned over the various problems engendered by environmental
deterioration. Climatic modifications acting on seasonal rainfall make all
forecasts for agriculture from year to year unreliable. Desertification and soil

•
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erosion are depriving our hard-working population. of their best lands, which

constitute a major factor of production. All theae Glementa are detrimental to the

food self-sufficiency of our population.. However, envlroumental deterioration

£eyond my country also affecta the atmosphere, the vaters and the O~ODe layer,

which haB already been pierced in Bome plac3s, and then there are acid r&in, toxic

wBstes, industrial wasteD and so on.
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E

1.11 of this shows us how taB enviromnent problem must be approached BB an
integral part of development. The development plans of States m" 1 town and country
planning should be based on a close relationship between environment and
development from DOW on. We must stress the great importance we attach to the
United Nations Conference in Brazil in 1992, which is to adopt a world plan of
action for environmental protection to preserve present and future 9t,neratioDs from
ecological catastrophe.

Last year I indicated here the political and institutional process going on in
my cOUDtry and the great ambition of President Ali Saibou for RigsI' and its people
to restore a republican legal order after several years under e~ceptional legal
regimes.

Riger currently has republican institutions, the fruit of collective efforts
and resolute will to join the ranks of fully democratic countries, giving each
citizen the full enjoyment of his rights, with equal awareness of his duties.

However, 5ige[, like other countries of the third world, has not been spared
by an unrelenting economic and financial crisis that r~ns counter to our every
effort. I touched on some of the elements of this crisis earlier. It demands of
us self-control, courage and serenity. In a spirit of opann8ss and responsibility,
it has led ~ Government, jointly with other sectors of society, to set in motion a
number of political and economic responses.

Politically, our people, based OD a lucid and responsible assessment of th&
evolution of the society of Riger, sees itself as an integral part of the general
trends in the world, seeking ways and means for greater democracy and for the
expression of multiple end even contradictory views, in short, the yearned-for
advent of political pluralism.
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Thes8 problems are Dot peculiar to Niger. Their solution, we repeat, vl11

This dsmocratic development ia findinq a natural concomitant in a V6st and

inasc81''3ble imperative, Thus, our Government must seek, in a spirit of joint

Let me exprQ9S our app,reciation for the efforts made by our bilat~ral and

Ke intend to promote private initiative and the spirit of creativity and

responsibility, with the social partners and with oxternal partners, accommodations

Such an ~bjective will certainly entail sacrifices, as it raquires

that can preserve social peace ~d the development process.

the area of debt and official development aea13tance.

social costs that generate moveme~tG that are hard to contain.

multilateral partners and, particularly, the understcnding shown by the

ambitious programme of structural ~eform, whose purpose is to put the economy of

Niger effectively on the ro~d to endogenous and Belf~sus~~:~laq growth once again.

competitiveness necessary to enhance Nigerls economic and commercial fabric.

considerable external resources, and its implementation still r~quires unpopular

International Monetary Fund and the World Buk. I hope that the statements,", have

the High Council of National Policy, decided to revise the National Chart ~~e

h@ar4 here and the favourable me~cures announced l&st week at the ~ual mMetin~&

result of any outsid9 influence; far from it.

RC/26

d.t.mlD~ the harllOny, equilibrium a4 the very Durvival of mankind.

of the Br~ttoa WOods institutio~e will rapidly take concrete mhop~, ~~~cially in

internal development and its sociolog'ical cnd political evolution. It if'; ~;,. . .'::;~

conclusion of endogenous processes particular to our people at this et~~
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major challenge to the interDatio~al community. We must face these challenges
together. "~must collectively assume our responsibilities to present and future
qeneratio!lIs. We must shGW our colllltitment to the ideals of the Charter of the
United Nations - the ideals of peace, solidarity and progress for all peoples. We
must be present at our rend••VOU8 with history.

Mt. AL-KBALIfA (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. President,
allow me, at the outset of my 3tatement, to present my sincere congratulations on
your election to the Presidency of the forty-fifth session of the Genaral Assembly,
and to pay tribute to your friendly country, Malta. In wishiDg you success in
conducting the proceedings of this sesslon, we assure y~u of our readiness to
co-oper.ate with you in the furtherance of t~e common goals which our Organiaation
i. striving to achieve.

I would also lite, OD behalf of the delegation of my country, to express our
thanks to Mr. Joseph Garba for his still in conducting the proceedings of the
Asaombly during hi. presidency over the previous ••ssion, as well as the special
508sion8 held in-between, for his distinguished efforts in the interest of the
United Rati~ns.

I avail myself of this opportunity to express the greatest appreciation to
Mr. Jav!er Per•• de Cuellar, the Secretary-General of the United Nations, for his
tirelesn effort. to QDhance the role ~f the Organi.ation in strengthening security
and mallltaiDi~q peace iD the world.

It is also ~ plea.ure to estead, once 8gain, to the chairman and members of
the doleqatloD of the aepUblic of Namibia the congratulations of the State of
Bahrain OD tba acc•••iOD of their country to the United Rations. Ho regard. this as
aD historic accomplishment by any standard, a true ezpre8sio~ of tho vill of the
Namibien people who, after long years of atrugqle and. perseveranco, have attained
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their independence. This i!l a victory for international legitiJlacy, ea repr•••nte4

by the United Rations. Ke are confident that !ndepe~d.nt H...lb1a "ill a••WIe ita

role in supportinq the iust cau.es in the world.

Similarly, I would like to ezpress, on behl',lf CIf my country, Bahrain, our

sincere congratulations to the Principality of Liecht~nstelnon the occa.ioft of its

accession to the Organization. Ife ai'e sure that it .ill contribute to the

achievement of the objectives and purposes of the United Rations.

The forty-fifth session is convening ss the Unit.d Rationl!l i. vitDe••iDg an

important period in its histo~, one of transition tra- the cold war era to an era

of djt,pte as a result of a novel and innovative vision that ••eks to car~

ideological 4ifferences and rivalry of interest. to a ne. level of internatioaal

co-operation that i. based on an enlightened dialogue and a clear un4er.ten4iDg of

world iel3luea.

This ditento undoubtedly repre.enta the return of relation. bet..en nation. to

their correct course, guided by a political philosophy rooted in adherence to the

principles and obiectiv.s of the Charter, which the founc'lers of the United ••tiOD.

had 10llg hoped would constitute tha approach to peace in the world and the

framework for the security of all mankind.

ID the midst of their positive orientation toward. a ne. world order ca.s the

Ira~l invasion of the territory of the sister State of Kuwait on 2 August to test

the mettle of international dit'Pt, and underscore the fact th~t, unl.s. there i. a

concerted international effort to e.tablish DD effective aeauritl' syet.. in the

world, this Dew philosophy .ill collapse.
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We agree with the statement in the Secretary-General's report that the world

is in dire need of "0 coherent strategy of peace" and that it is important to
emphasize the comprehensive nature of the concept of peace, as laid down in the
Charter. Bowever, we do not view peace as a necessity imposed by events and
developments or dictated by pressures and influences, but as an approach to the
fo~ulation of relations between peo~les on 0 basis of equality and justice so as
to preserve the legitimate rights and interests of all parties, guarantee their
stability and safety and pe~it them to direct thei~ energies towards meeting the
requirements of construction and rehabilitation. It is also a framework for
settling differences and disputes through dialogue and accommodation, an essential
requirement of collective life, whether in the past, present or future. Such a
peace is a choice that genuinely reflects the aspirations and hopes of our peoples.

The Iraqi invasion of the State of Kuwait, that small country Doted for its
positive interaction with world issues, has deeply wounded the cODscience of
humanity and caused a huge fissure in the wall of international security. It has
also placed world peace atop an erupting volcano at a time when the world thought
it had reached an acceptable degree of CODSensus OD the fo~ulatioD of a common
regional and international policy, capable of comprehending and absorbing the
ditente movem~nt in our new world, 8S well as a reasonable measure of agreement on
the importance of resolving hot regional conflicts through dialogue and by peaceful
means.

The world vas surprised when Iraqi forces invaded Kuwait, that peaceful and
pacifist country which was bound to Iraq by the stroDgest and deepest of fraternal
relatioDS and shared with it membership in the League of Arab States, the United
Nations and several other regionol and international organizotions, only to be

repaid for its noble postures by the victimization and dispersion of ita people.
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The Ira~i invasion has caused a severe trauma to Kuwaiti society and total

upheaval in Kuwait's public life. Business activity has ground to a halt~

institutions have been demolished, properties have been seized and all financial

and economic activities completely paralysed. Hundreds of thousands of Kuwaitis

and aliens residing in Kuwait fled the country in fear and dread of the pilfering,

looting, sabotage, assaults, killings and destruction perpetrated by the Ira~i

forces~ not to mention the raiding of homes and the shooting of innocent UDarmed

civilians who refused to collaborate with the occupation forces. This amounted to

an attempt to destroy the very foundations of the State~ Obliterate the identity of

its people and erase it from the map of the world for all time. In this respect,

we CaNlot over.lock the plight of the thousands of foreign nationals displaced from

the State of Kuwait and the detention of some of them as hostages to serve as human

shields without regard to moral principles ur human values.

This crisis has placed the United Nations at the forefront of events. The

Security Counc!l was quick to act, adopting eight reSOlutions so fare all demanding

the immediate end unconditional withdrawal of Iraqi forces from Kuwaiti territory

and the restoration of th~ legitimate Government of the country. The common will

of the States of the world was reflected in resolution 665 (1990), which ezpre.sed

the insistence of the international community that economic sanctions be imposed

against Iraq by every possible means.

Bahrain's po~iticn, yil-A-yis the Iraqi aggression is clear and unequivocal.

iraqi forces must withdraw unconditionally from Kuwaiti territory, DO racognition

of Iraq'. annexation of Kuwait DOl' of any consequences thereof, but insistence on

the restitution of the legitimate Government that had existed in Kuwait prior to

the invasion as represented in the person of Hia Highness

Sheikh Jaber Al-AhIIad AI-Sabah, the Emir of the State of KuwaitI the rights of
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civilians in the Iraqi-occupied territory of Kuwait should be respected, their
safety guaranteed and their lives and properties protected, in accordance with the

provisions of th~ Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, in addition to the d.-an4 that
the Iraqi authorities refrain from effecting any chanqes in the 4.-ographie
composition within Kuwait which would con8titute a violation of international law,
affirming the legal ~i9ht of all injured Kuwaitis and others to receive fair
inde!llDlty for damages and lose~s incurred by thelll and consldering as null 812d void
Iraq's decision on the closure of diplomatic and consular .i••ions accreditad to
the State of Kuwait. We call upon Iraq to comply with the resolutions of the
Security Council and to respond to the internatiollal cOlJllunity'. uaniJIity with a
vie. tc ~reserviD9 international legitimacy.

The acute crisis created by Iraq has caused a basic disruption in the regional
security system of the Gulf, constituting as it has a blatant br.ach of the
principles of the United Nations, of all international 1l0~S and eOV8nanta and of
the provisions of international law and fundamental hUII&D rights.

Since its inception, the Gulf Co-operation Council has worked consistently on
co-ordinating political and economic ties between it. members, developiag the
indig&oous capabilities of their peoples &Dd proceeding forward on the roed to
laying the foundaUoDil of co-operation betweeD its Dl8itbGr States, with the ala of
developiDg positive attitude. on achieving .ecurity and atability iD the Gulf, In
co-operation with all States in the region through understanding and dialogue, a.
veIl a8 respect for the principles of good-neighbourlinoss, territorial sovereigaty
aDd nOD-interference in the internal affairs of other States. However. the
.ecurity challenges posed by the Iraqi iDvas10a .ato it illp8ratlve for us to
reconsider the question of the security of the Gulf in a new contezt, that would be

compatible with the req11ire..nts of the e~a of 4itente and ensure the protection of
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regl0.1 u4 iDtel'utloDal illtere.ts. ID thi. r••pect. I would like to rerer iD

particular to the D••d to adopt the nec•••ary iDteraatloaal ..aaure. iD t~~ of

cri...8. ..pecially tho•• pr••cr1bo4 111 Chapter VII of the Charter. whlch call for

the applicatioD of ....ure. agrHd to by the lIMber. of the Security COUDcil iD

c.... where thore esl.te a threat to or br.ach of peace or act of 899r~••loD

against ay State Haber of the UDit.cl Ratiou. ~ wi«-.pre84 colldolmatloll of the

Iregi iDya.ioll of the .i.t.r State of Kuwait ha. provod that it i3 po••ibl. to

apply the .yet.. of collectlve .ecurlty ia the poat-cold .ar .ra. ...paciall~ after

the Soviet UDion and the Unite4 State. had agree4 011 the way to 4e.l with rtJ9iolUll

cri.... !ha Security COUDcl1 ha. beeD abl. to a40pt the vl.e aD4 apt r••olutioD

6'0 (1990) iD which it cleJND4a the u.acliate a4 WlcoD4itloDal withdrawal by Ifacz

of all it. force. to the po.itioD. lD bieb they wer. deploye4 OD 1 Au;u.t 1"0.

Face4 with the failure of the Iraqi authoritie. to ccaply with that re.olution, the

Couse!l 414 Dot h••itate to a40pt it. hi.toric r••olutioD 661 (1990) ~alD9

eeo~c auctioD. agalD.t Iraq aD4. ~r. rec.Dtly. r••oluttoD 670 (1990)

.tr.Dgth~aiD9 the blockad. t.po••4 ega1aat Iracz.

fta iDtel'utlonal c0RaW11ty. whim had .uff.rea u.ea••ly frOll the eff.cta of

the co14 var u4 its Il~ative eff.ct. over the pe.t four 4eca4ea. ClUUiOt perait UJ'

contraveatiolll of latenatlowal legitlucy lD thla ph••e of tl'U~ 49t-'t- which the

uorld i. expedeaclD9 DOif. IrlMJt. occupatioa of the State of Ku.vaJ.t wa. the fint

serious t.at of the DeW interaatioaal ordor. aiace it repre.eated a departure frea

the pllOral ataospbere of ';qpt- wh1ch .tr••••• cUalogue IUU1 uc!e!'.tu4iDCj iD

r••olvl89 interDatio..l ,robl... aDd -.pha.i... a balaDce of iat.r••t. rather tbaD

a belaace of power. The Stat•• that ba4 already~ reorg8Di.i89 thelr affairs

within the fr....:rk of thi. Db iDteraatlollel order wore Dot r.ad!' to allow a
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There CD be DO doubt that the 9 Septellber 1910 Bel.iui sUllllllt between

Pr.ddeuta Georg8 Bush and Mikhall Gorbachev was an 1aportaut milestonD on the road

towards the layi!ltJ of the foundations of a ne" international order that iI!I besed on

respect for the principles of the United RatioDs Charter and international law. We

fUlly support the joint stat&fiittnt of thfl Relsinki sWllllit, which reiterated several

fundamental principles, among the most important of which is that no peaceful

international 01'401' is po.sible if larger States are permitted to devour their

smaller neighbours.

It may be appropriate no" to pause to consider a few points of special

importance to my delegation by virtue of their re1evanc. to regional security and

their impact OD our visioD of the future of the region in which we live IDd the

Arab nation to Which wo be10n9.

The first point relate. to our absolute rejection - whieh I reiterate - of the

logic of occupation by force of the territory of others or the invasion of ODe

State by another and it. annexation under threat of the us. of ams. The starting

point to deal with this subject in all its dangerous and complicated dimensions is

that we must not helB1tate to tackle it. Nor must we be satisfied vitlll voicing

protests that are devoid of content e4 do not produce results. For if we do so we

shall be contributing. intentionally or unintentionally, to the aggravation of the

damage to 1nternational legitimacy. Our clear ai. should be to prevent

developments from ieopardi~imq peace and security in the Gulf region and to insist

on the implementation of Seeurity Council resolutions in letter and in spirit.

The second point relates to the importance of emphaahin9 the right of any

State to adopt all legitimate measure. of .elf-defence and safeguard the security

and safety of ita citi.ens, in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter, which

deals wit~ legitimate self-defence. In that context, we laud ~e alacrity of
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the sister and friendly States - totalling more than 22 from Africa, Asia,
Australia, Europe, Ro~th America end South America - in responding to the
invitation ef the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia to join it in the defence of its
territory, and in responding to the behests of internAtional legitimacy with
determination and firmness in order to det~r aggre3sioD and preserve p~ace in the
Gulf region.

The third point relates to our conviction that the Middle Bast must be made a
zone free of weapons of mass destruction, namely nuclear, chemical and biological
~eapons. The achievemnt of that goal vil1 be a step forward towards safeguarding
the future of peace-loving Stat~s in the region &Dd removing the spectre of the
nuclear and chemical threat under which they live. This is a requirement that
steml from thG legitimate right of those States to self-defence and to deter any
attempt to violate their inalienable rights. It is also in keeping with the
concepts, values and trends of our ago.

There are several political, economic and social issues OD which our attention
and that of the world i8 focused. Foremost among them is the question of the
Palestinian people and the various kinds of suppression and terror used by the
Israeli occupying authorities against the intifadab. It is therefore l~erative

that a just ODd comprehensive settlement of the question of Palestine be achieved
through the convening of an international conference on peace in the Middle East
under the auspices cf the United Rations, in accordance with General Aasembly
resolutions 43/176 of 15 Docember 1988 and 4t/t2 of 6 December 1989, with the
participation of all the parties concerned and of the permanent members of the
Security Council, in order to enable the Palestinian people to ezercise their right
to self-d.te~inationODd to the establishment of a State of their own on th6ir
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national soil. The conference should almo stress the need for the withdrawal of

the Israeli occupation forces from the occupied Arab territories, including

southern Lebanon and the Syrian Golan Heights 0

As regards Lebanon, it was gratifying to see the parties concerned in this

crisis agreeing to the Taif accord which represents 8 basic foundation for national

unity. We welcome the Lebanese Parliament's ratificatioD in August 1990 of that

important instrument, and hail it as a historic step towards the implementation of

all phases of the accord, the restoration of Lebanon's unity and the preservation

of its independence and sovereignty.

The world is united in statiDg that racial discrimination and the policy of

apartheid are a blatant violation of human principles and the dignity of mankind,

and contravene the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights. On 14 December 198t, the General Assembly at its sixteenth special

session, adopted by consensus the Declaration on ~artheid and its Destructive

Consequences in Southern Africa, which sets out principles that can be acceptable

points for the elimination of ~theid in South Africa.

As regards the Cyprus problem, ve hope progress CID be achieved in the

dialogue between the two Cypriot communities under the auspices of the

Secretary-General, so that the unity of Cyprus COD be restored.

The Korean question also occupies the attention of the international community

today owing to positive developments on the political level in the two !toreas. We

reiterate our support for all efforts aimed at reuniting the two parts of the

Korean peninsula and at realizing the hopes of the Korean psople through the

accomplishment of national unity.
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The political changes in the world today, notably the policy of detente

between the two super-Powers and the tendency of the ma'ority of States to abide by
the provisions of the Charter and the principles of international law have not been
reflected in an improvoment of the deteriorating ecoDomic situation of the
developing countries, which continue to suffer from the excruciating economic
crises that are the legacy of th~ 10708 and 10808. Perhaps the debt crisis, the
negative effects of which the world began to suffer in the early 1980s, is the most
striking of the problems that developing countries have been facing of late, since
it has led to economic recession and in the inability of a number of those
countries to meet their financial obligations. There are indications that the
adverse effects of the deteriorating economic conditions in th~ developing
countries will not be limited to thOS8 countries, but vill spill over and affect
the developed countries as well.

It is our sincere hope that international co-operation can be strengthened in
or~er to settle this indebtedDe6s vithin the framework of the United Rations. We
hope too that the obligatioDs set out in the economic declaration of the eighteenth
special session of the General Ass.mbly~ devoted to international economic
co-operation, iu particular to the revitalization of economic growth and
development of the developing countries, will be duly honoured and implemented in
isolation from political differences. We also hope for success in efforts to
secure the adoption of the International Development Strategy for the Fourth United
Nations Development Decade.
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Since the founding of the United Nations, this Ball has witnessed numerous

debates and discussions on the problems, crises ~d dangers that beset the world.

Those debates and discussions were held in the hope of securing the support of the

United Nations in resolving them, and containing their causes. Our viewpoints on

those issues sometimes converged but, more often than not, diverged.

The reason we are now hopeful and optimistic is that the current session of

the General Assembly is convened at a time when the world is experiencing the

easing of tension with regard to a number of internation~l issues and an important

transformation in the functions of the United Nations, the trustworthy custodian of

the world's interests and a major partner in facing up to the dangers that confront

it. This puts our Organization back on track, for the role prescribed for it by

its Charter is that of a centre for co-ordinating the actions of nations and a

vehicle for. adopting the important decisions required for the preservation of

international legitimacy and respect for the provisions of international law and

the principles of justice, with all that this requires in clarity of thought and

flexibility of action.

We look forward to the day when this living edifice for peace which the

authors of the Charter envisioned io completed, so that it may proceed with sure

steps towards achieving affluence and prosperity for all the peoples of the world.

The EBBSIDEUT= We have heard th9 last speaker ~or this eveninq.

I shall now call on those representatives who wish to speak in exercise of the

right of reply.

May I remind members that, in accordance with General Assembly decision

34/401, statements in exercise of the right of reply are limited to 10 minutes for

the first intervention and to five minutes for the second and should be made by

delegations from their seats.
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Mr. RQCHlRIAU DE LA SARLIERE (interpretation from French): In her
statement today, the representative of New Zealand challenged my country over
undergroun~ nuclear testing which France has been conducting in its territory in
Polynesia. My delegation once again recalls that French underground nuclear
testing - I repeat "undElrground" - does not in the least harm the interests of the
States of the region, the health of those who live there or the environment, as
several international verification missions have been able to see. The missions'
studies are available to all.

I would add that when resolution 44/119 F was adopted the French delegation
reminded the Assembly of the reasons why my country was not able to subscribe to
the Pr~tocol to the Treaty of Rarotonga, and our position has not changed.

MS. WILLBERG (New Zealand): The statement made by the representative of
France does not, in our view, address the points made by the New Zealand Minister
for Disarmament and Arms Control in her statement in the general debate this
morning.

The opposition of New Zealand and other South 1 )c1fic Forum States to nuclear
testing has been voiced consistently in this and other forums fer decades. We
cannot accept that a region that is committed to nuclear-free principles should be
used as a test site for the development of nuclear-weapons technology. We have, of
course, been told by France that the testing is safe. If the nUClear-testing
programme is as safe as France claims, why are the tests conducted in our part of
the world and Dot in metropolitan France?

We acknowledge that France has made an effort to demon~trate that its testing
proqramme i~ conducted to a high standard of safety. But we need more than that to
convince us. Our view remains that the programme is unacceptable, both in regard
to keeping the South Pacific region nuclear-weapon-free and in regard to the
potential threat it poses to the Pacific environment.
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returning to their own homes, ret',rning to their own property, returning to their

themselves planted.

I say that it is ironic, ·because we all know that Israel persists in bolting

"our people to theilt national home .....

Ht. TBRZI (Paleatine): It is ironic that the Foreign Minister of Israel

"A wondrous vieion thus unfolds before our eyes - masses of people reinstating

"the unbolting of the qates of the Soviet Union before its Jews"

Xho PRESIDENT: The Observer of Palestine has asked to be allowed to

their national identity and rejoining their brethren in their homeland".

the gates of the o~cupied homes and ~roperty in Palestine and preveuts the

own fields t/) plough them again, and retu"ning to their own trees, which they

Palestinians not only from rejoining their brethren in their homeland, but from

We all recall that ha was referring to what be called

the Assembly.

JP/be)

to call on him to make a stateme~t in reply on the basis of resolution 3237 (XXIX)

programma in our region.

precedents established under mimilar circumst~ceo during subse~uent sessions of

account the ruling made by the President of the thirty-first se3sion r~d t~e

reply to the statement made by one of the speakers in the general debate. I intend

of 22 November 1974 and resolution 43/1i7~ of 15 December 1988, taking duly into
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That is not only a violation of the inalienable rights of the Palestinians; it

is a violation of the principles of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and
the principles enshrined in the International Covenant OD Civil and Political
Rights.

Israel has failed to comply with the basic condition for its acceptance as a
member of this Organization. I am referring to the issue of its compliance - or,
rather, non-compliance - with resolution 194 (Ill). Israel persists in its
policies and practices of spiritiD9 across and tronsfering all the Palestinians
beyond the river into the desert and into the wildern8sD.

Is it really necessary to recall the overwhelming support for the call to
convene the Interna~ional Peace Conference on the Middle Bast? I refer to
resolutioD 44/42, adopted last year with ISl Member States in favour. Israel and
two others voted against it.

The General Assembly has already endorsed a peaee plan specifying the
guidelines for the achievement of peace. It has identified the participants and
the hopes for peace in the Middle Bast through a just solution of the ~&lestine

~uestion. In no uncertain terms, the General Assembly has manifested~t'J support
for the Palestinian peace initiative adopted by the Palestine National Council,
which was proclaimed in the General Assembly in December 1988 by President
Yasser Arafat.

The General Assembly has prescribed the process for peace in the Middle East.
But it is Israel that keeps repeating its farcical plan of May 1989, which is in
fact a negative response to, or, rather, a rejection of, the peace call by the
General Assembly.

One has only to recall that when the Government of the United States of
America @laborated on the Israeli plan it was Israel again that rejected the Baker
plan.
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All the Palestinians, whether those under Israeli repression and military rule

or those in their places of dispersion, unanimously support the Palestine

Liberation Organization as their sole and legitimate representative. Should

anybody really have any doubt, I would request the Security Council to demand the

holding of a referendum in the occupied territory, under the Security Council's

auspices, a referendum that would not be held in the shadow of the Israeli

occupation and under its boots and bayonets.
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Ne wish to recall what President Bush said this morning and we hope it will
materialize. He proposed that the United Nations appoint a special co-ordinator
for electoral assistance. Why Dot start now and have the United Nations,
specifically the Security Council, run and supervise those elections in the
Palestinian territories occupied by Imrael. This is a challenge - a challenge to
the peace-loving peoples, a challenge by the heroic children of the intifadah.
Will the United Nations prevail and ensure the peace process or will Israel be
permitted to pursue its brutality against the Palestinian people and thus obstructthe peace process and pose a permanent threat to international peace and security?

And, finally, allow me to repeat what was stated this morning:
"The Lord will give strength mlto his people. The Lord will bless his people
with poace."

Yes, we here are all people of the Lord because God is not selective and He
does Dot discriminate.

Tbe meoting rose at 7.55 p.rn.
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